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ISSUES

A Messenger of Peace
By Michael Yeh

In an emotional presentation, former
Haitian president Jean-Bertrand Aristide urged
students to place people over profits in a celebra-
tion of Haitian culture and progressive reforms
cnrnrorped bv tihe

Concerned Haitian
League, the Haitian
Student Organization,
and the Peace Studies
Center on Tuesday,
March 3.

As an
ordained Salesian
priest, Aristide was
well-known for his
populist grass-roots
movements protesting
the oppressive regime
of Jean-Claude "Baby
Doc" Duvalier.
Aristide won over-
whelming support

represented ai
left-wing beli
The Politics
noted that the
of "fomenting
using "the thr,

id defamed Aristide because of his
efs. In his book Inventing Reality:
of News Media Michael Parenti
Washington Post accused Aristide
class warfare in his sermons," and

eat of violence to enforce his will."
Ironicallv. the term
"class warfare" was
only used to
describe working-
class resistance
against the rich, but
not for the economic
oppression forced
upon the poor.

The New York
Times reported that
Cedras ordered the
coup because of
what he claimed to
be human rights
abuses by the
Aristide administra-
tion. But interna-

among the working PresidentJean-Bertrand Aristide
class, but was
expelled from the priesthood, rights violatio

The Duvalier family fled the island in to power, and
1986 after 29 years of corrupt and brutal rule. Human Rights
After the dechoukaj, or "uprooting" of the dictator- any complaint
ship, a coalition of civilians and military officers ed in violent
presided over a skeptical public for four years. as part of a co
But in 1990, Aristide was elected president with a the Duvalier r
70% majority in the first democratic election since Aristide supp(
1964, when the ballots allowed only one choice: By en
Francois "Papa Doc" Duvalier, president for life. tions against

A strong critic of American corporate from his cam]
exploitation in Haiti, Aristide blasted economic reform, and e
globalization in his address. "Worship of the mar- the mainstreai
ket and its invisible hand has become a world tra- his integrity,
dition in which economic growth is the measure leaders aroun
and the limit of our human culture," he said. Cedra

Although a global market may increase of a U.S. milita
the abundance of consumer goods, it often creates Aristide retur
a false sense of well-being in developing nations After he left of
by providing material rewards for an exclusive for Democracy
group. "Globalization promises material happi- create opporl
ness," said Aristide. "Does that mean that hunger nomic particip
and poverty are disappearing?" Entrepreneursl

Since 1980, most third world nations through grant
structured their economies to conform to global credit for smal
trends, according to Aristide. In 1960, the richest cooperatives
20% of the world's population controlled 70% of such as rice, bN
the wealth, but today, they own 85%. The poorest oil at about
20% had a meager 2.3% in 1960, which has now prices. In an
dropped to 1.1%. Haiti's 20% 1

"Poverty is not disappearing," said Foundation fo
Aristide, "In fact, it is becoming more ports Creole
entrenched." Up to 85% of Haitians still live in grams. In add
poverty and face hunger every day due to corpo- encouraged t
rate exploitation, erosion of farmland, and limited making econo
government services. "Democracy in Haiti does- providing the
n't mean a thing unless the people can eat," he instead of sim
said. "San pe lan vant pa gen lape lan tet. There is no making strides
peace in the head if there is no peace in the stom- economic prol
ach." Envir<

But a military coup, led by Lieutenant part of the Fc
General Raoul Cedras, supported by the wealthy sufficiency in
business community, abruptly forced Aristide the land in Ha
into exile in September, 1991 and killed hundreds fast-growing
of his supporters. Approximatel'

Although the United States refused to sea each year
recognize the military regime, media critics valuable farm
charge that the American corporate media mis- peace, the soc

tional studies
showed that human

ns fell sharply after Aristide came
the Inter-American Commission on
Sannounced that it had not received
:s. In contrast, Cedras was implicat-
suppressions of political dissenters
runter-insurgency group created by
regime, as well as the execution of
orters after the coup.
iphasizing unsubstantiated allega-
Aristide and diverting attention

paign for a minimum wage, land
nforced tax collection on the rich,
m media tried to cast doubts about
as they have done for many leftist
d the world.
is backed down only after the threat
iry invasion in September 1994, and
ned to Haiti to complete his term.
fice in 1996, the Aristide Foundation
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tunities for eco-
,ation by the poor.
hip is encouraged
:s or low-interest
I businesses. Food
provide staples

eans, and cooking
half the market
effort to increase
literacy rate, the
r Democracy sup-

language pro-
[ition, women are
:o participate in
mic decisions. By I The Ston
tools for success

ply offering food, the Foundation is
Stowards long-term solutions for the
lems.
onmental conservation is an urgent
)undation's goal of achieving self-
food production. More than 95% of
iti is deforested due to the need for

food crops and charcoal.
y 1% of Haiti's topsoil washes to the
r, resulting in catastrophic loss of
land. "For a community to have
:iety of nations must be at peace,"

said Aristide. "The trees, water, air, and soil are
linked to our peace and well-being."

But Aristide pointed out that grass-roots
campaigns must be supplemented with sufficient
economic aid. "Only 10% of development aid
goes toward meeting primary human needs such
as health care, clean water, and sanitation. This
represents less than 1% of what the industrialized
world uses for athletic fields each year." Yet, only
$6 billion in addition to the current funding allo-
cated for education until the year 2000 is sufficient
to put every child in the world in school.

Aristide recently criticized his successor
and former prime minister Rend Preval for a plan
to privatize state-owned companies. Preval is
under pressure from the U.S. to create a more suit-
able infrastructure for multinational corporations.
Millions of dollars in aid have been tied to specif-
ic conditions such as increased privatization and
the investigation of alleged human rights viola-
tions by the Aristide administration.

"Privatization, especially in developing
nations, is always hard," said Charles Valembrun,
Executive Director and founder of the Concerned
Haitian League. "Often, the people who benefit
are the elites who have an ample supply of money
to invest. But [privatization] creates more compe-
tition and perhaps better services. At the crucial
stage of economic development in Haiti, it is
important that the government thinks and
rethinks its policies where privatization is con-
cerned to prevent the establishment of a 'super-
underclass'."

Following Aristide's presentation,
Professor Leslie Owens of the Africana Studies
department moderated a question and answer
session with the audience. Each sponsoring orga-
nization presented him with awards for his ser-
vice to the Haitian people. This event was also
accompanied with an exhibition of Haitian art by
Medalia Marketing of East Setauket and a perfor-
mance by the Stony Brook Gospel Choir.

"[Aristide's visit] is the first time such a
high ranking black dignitary came to the univer-
sity," said Valembrun. "It raised the level of con-
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into our vision of uni-
versal emancipation
and empowerment
through education,
and formation of
legal and cultural
advocacy."

But this event
was not only a tribute
to Aristide's work, but
also to the Haitian peo-
ple and their commit-
ment to democracy
and justice. Aristide

Brook Gospel Choir I claimed that working
with the poor had

taught him that "beyond market values, there are
human values. They persist in struggling for a better
life, in struggling for peace, and they know what
they want."

With peace, democracy, and economic
opportunities, Haiti will have a chance to return
to its former glory. "I wish that one day we will
have the pleasure to welcome you to Haiti," said
Aristide. "But be careful, because once you are in
Haiti, a virus will attack you. That virus is love,
and you will stay there for a couple of months,
maybe a couple of years, maybe forever."
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ISSUES

By Chris Sorochin

"Policy is what the kingpins want. What the others
want is juvenile delinquency" John Updike, "A & P"

Last year, The Long Island Voice carried a
story about students at Nassau Community
College being penalized in some rather draconian
ways for - horror of horrors - drinking on a school
trip. It wasn't merely drink, of course, one of the
brain surgeons actually got himself a nice case of
alcohol poisoning and had to go to the emergency
room, which only highlights the need for a realistic
alcohol policy, one that recognizes the fact that
young people are going to drink, and concentrates
on minimizing potential damage therefrom. The
story by Valerie Kellogg contained snippets of
related news. One item that caught my eye was
that of Andrea Lund, a teacher of 22 years at
Malverne High School, who's been fined the
incredible sum of $39,000 for allegedly allowing
students to drink on a trip to Italy that she chaper-
oned.

Intrigued, I reflected on my own high
school days and how nearly everyone drank, even
the goody-two-shoes kids, and how many kind-
hearted teachers and parents aided and abetted us
in our endeavors. I recall drinking at teachers'
homes, to say nothing of house parties with the full
knowledge, and oftentimes presence, of parents.
Then there were special events, like the annual
church picnics at the quaintly-named Gargoyle
Park and our school's annual Oktoberfest. At these
shindigs, we'd wait for the adults to get good and
sloshed themselves and then manage to beg glass-
es off those we knew to be indulgent. Being tall
and one of the first lads in my class to sprout facial
hair, I was sometimes able to actually purchase the
stuff and this did wonders for my social standing.

I would absolutely hate to think of Mrs.
Rodriguez or Mr. Boisvert or Fr. Mitka or the
Dwyers (and numerous others, too many to thank)
being screwed to the wall for being nice to us. As I
began to make phone calls, I envisioned an indul-
gent and enlightened teacher had looked the other
way because Italy is advanced enough not to make
a big deal about drinking age and then some
Tipper Gore clone of a parent had gotten wind of
the festivities and demanded blood, so school offi-
cials had to do something. I was wrong.

I started with the Superintendent of

adults actually conspired to allow the alcoholic
shenanigans of their charges, a concept that in
today's repressive climate seems highly unlikely.
Anyone who knows jack about the public school
system knows that the cardinal rule is Cover Your
Ass (hereinafter referred to as CYA.) It's rather dif-
ficult to believe that individuals who've survived
decades in the piranha-infested waters of sec-
ondary education would flaunt the rules in so
blase a fashion as these
folks are said to have,
actually drinking with
students and being
videotaped at it - espe-
cially if they were hav-
ing personality con-
flicts with some of
them.

To further
complicate things,
there was a physical
(or nearly physical,
depending on whom
you speak to) con-
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had sent a written list of questions to the current
superintendent, Peter Scordo, Schoenolz having
since exiled himself to the frozen wastes of
Michigan. I have to admit that I might have been
just the tiniest bit flippant in my phrasing ("was it
wine with dinner or did she lead them in a
Felliniesque orgy...?") and I received a somewhat
curt and high-handed reply that neither the district
nor their representatives would answer my ques-

tions. It also said, some-
what disingenuously,
"We are proud of the stu-
dents who testified."
Could these, I wonder, be
the same students who'd
held room parties at
which the scotch and
bourbon flowed freely?
One mother, Anna
Iacono, states that these
pure and innocent angels
have been cleared and
vindicated. Does she
really think her daughter,
_ TT__ _". .. ' __ _rIr _1 . .

irontauion uetween LUInI a nusoanu, wno was alSo
on the trip, and a couple of Italian motorcyclists.
One of the students, in an attempt to prevent vio-
lence, grabbed him from behind, causing him, in
turn, to lay hands on that same student. Upon
returning, Lund felt it best to report the incident to
her principal, Mark Scher, who then inquired as to
other goings-on. Lund told him that at a karaoke
bar in a Venice hotel, some students had ordered
beer without her knowledge. In Lund's version of
events, she didn't want to come swooping down
on them like a puritanical harpy and so she let
them finish before telling them not to order any
more. Big mistake. When she told Scher this, he
said, "You mean you didn't take it away from them
immediately?" and demanded she sign a release
form, accepting full responsibility. She refused. She
had also (again, according to some accounts) filed
disciplinary charges against some of the students
for being rude and nasty the last day of the trip,
and feels they wanted revenge on her.

Now, just for a moment, fantasize that
you're a high school principal and are presented
with the conflicting claims between several of your
top teachers and a group of students about poten-
tially embarrassing allegations involving the
Demon Alcohol. No narents know about it - at

Schools. He didn't return
my call and when I
phoned a second time,
his secretary told me that
his comment was "no
comment." I couldn't fig-
ure that; if what the dis-
trict had done was so
mightily noble, why not
blare it from the
rooftops? I did get the number of the district's
lawyers, Terrence O'Neill of Rains & Pogrebin, a
Mineola law firm specializing in labor law. O'Neill
told me there'd been four chaperons plus spouses.
One, who doesn't have seniority, made a deal with
the district. Another, Marguerite O'Conner, was on
the school board and therefore untouchable-I
laughed out loud in the microfilm library when I
read that in the New York Times of last November 8.
The other teacher, Veronica Pearsall, is yet to be
tried and I'm told by inside sources that her
lawyers want it to be public, probably in the school
gym.

The implication seems to be that the

least, none who
care to raise a stink
- and no one got
alcohol poisoning
or did a swan-dive
off the Tower of
Pisa. The venera-
ble principle of
CYA would
demand some cer-

emonial love-taps in the wrist all around and a deft
sweeping of the whole affair under the nearest
double-weave plush carpet. But Scher doesn't do
that. Instead he flies in the face of CYA and pro-
ceeds to actually escalate things by involving the
superintendent, Barry Schoenholz (whose teenage
daughter is renowned for her house parties.) In
what would normally constitute a bureaucratic
self-immolation, charges were filed, and to top it
all off, letters were sent out to parents of all stu-
dents on the trip. Why? If these guys were anti-
alcohol zealots, the students should have been dis-
ciplined as well, but not one was.

Curioser and curioser. In the meantime I

nrica, now a stuaent at me university or teliaware
(and probably a supernarc RA) was some little
waif who had liquor involuntarily funneled down
her virginal throat by these hellcat instructors?

My sleep-in legal expert said the whole
thing was reminiscent of that quintessential
American psychodrama, the Salem witch trials, a
story which has been replayed many, many times
throughout our history. For those of you who were
so drunk in high school you've forgotten your
forced reading of The Crucible, here are the ele-
ments: a group of kids from a highly repressive
society are discovered indulging in evil pleasures
in the pagan wilderness outside the holy safety of
the settlement -dancing in the woods then; drink-
ing in Italy now. To save themselves and exact
revenge, they start crying out that they were
bewitched by a coven of evil adults hiding under
the cover of respectability. Kangaroo courts of
inquiry are set up with the goal of achieving con-
victions and rooting out the subversive evil poi-
soning the community, and some basically decent
folks dangle from the oaks in the village square by
the time it's all over.

Of the forty students on the trip, only
eight testified, and Lund says that the parents of
those are all, coincidentally, good friends of Barry
Schoenholz. She also told me that Terrence O'Neill
was relentless to the point of harassment in his
attempts to get others on board. Transcripts of his
hours of interviews with them are unavailable, so
one can but speculate as to the methods employed
to get them to "repent" -perhaps no more than the
shallac of faux innocence and credibility bestowed
on the other "children."

Back in Salem, the witch trials followed a
socio-economic fault line in which the older'agri-
cultural villagers were trying to resist being
pushed out by the newer mercantile class. While
Andrea Lund is unaware of having enemies, she
theorized that it was part of an effort to discredit
Marguerite O'Conner by rivals on the school
board. In a nice bit of poetic justice, O'Conner is
now president of the self-same school board. Lund
also told me that the district has, to date, spent
$300,000 on the trials, while the school itself is on
an austerity budget. And although there are stu-
dents at Malveme reading three grades below
level, the administration dissolved the reading
department, which was staffed, interestingly, by
senior female teachers. Iplease see "Salem," page 15
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EDITORIALS

A VERY VERY VERY BAD IDEA
There are few tortures even imagined in

hell that are more painful, persistent and pro-
longed than applying for a club budget with
Student Polity.

Over the 19 years of this newspaper's
existence, we've had a long and sordid history
with Polity; sometimes good, sometimes bad, but
always aggravating.

Polity is, by its nature, a bureaucracy,
with all the inherent red tape and mindless paper-
work that implies. To make matters worse, Polity
is also a political, elected body, so we can add
politics, grandstanding and egotism to that.

Put those ingredients together, and you've
got a big, ugly mess, where students are never
fully empowered, never fully understanding, and
never fully satisfied. Clubs get funded or not on
the whim of idiots, budget items get approved only
after reams of paperwork pass through multiple
hands, and everyone who touches it feels dirty.

It's a shame, because Polity really is our
organization, paid for by our money and run by
our classmates. There are a lot of good people in
Polity, too... both in administrative and elected
positions. Nonetheless, those omnipresent prob-
lems never fail to rear their ugly head and quash
any good brought forth by our more talented and
well-meaning officials.

Senators from the Commuter Student
Association have long known this, and have
recently begun attempts to remove themselves
entirely from Polity, creating a second, entirely
separate, student government.

This is such a bad idea.
Working with one bureaucracy is already

a nightmare. Working with two is a recipe for dis-
aster. Polity forms and regulations already take
up too much of a student organization's time --
time that could be spent pursuing their mission
and improving the campus environment. What if
student groups have to spend twice that time to
deal with two governments?

And they would have to deal with both
Polity and the CSA, since Polity, with its new,
diminished membership numbers (less com-
muters, of course) would have a mere fraction of
its current budget, so each club would get less
funding. It would become a requirement for
many organizations to receive funding from both
groups in order to survive.

Polity has its problems, and they need to
be addressed, but a civil war is not the answer.
Creating separate governments for residents and
commuters would only serve to make worse all
the problems we already have.

LETTERS To THE EDITOR
Dear SBPress,

I am writing on behalf of the Stony
Brook College Republicans to convey to you
our most sincere condolences. We are
absolutely heartbroken over the loss of one of
our campus's most beloved individuals.

"O Captain! my Captain! our fearful
trip is done!"

To the souls of the faithful departed,
may you rest in peace.

Esteban Squirrel,
You will be missed.

Michael Mahoney
SBCR Secretary

[The Creative-type responds:
Well, I'm glad to see that someone noticed

that Esteban died. I'm sick and tired of stupid
people writing in telling me how 'cool'Esteban is,
and how 'freaky' Esteban is, and how 'sexy'
Esteban is, and how 'Esteban is an absolute Dark
scream of consciousness rant that goes on and on
and on and on and on and on and on and on and
on and on and on and on and on and on. I mean
hey, where the fuck have my mentos gone.
Mentio, oh Mentio, where fore art thou Mentio.
Alas poor Esteban, I knew him Evil Steve, He was
a man of most infinite jest and most excellent
fancy, he bore me on his back but a. thousand
times... those teeth i licked i know not how often.]

*RUNNER-UP: BEST
ALTERNATIVE PUBLICATION

*BEST SENSE OF HUMOR
(SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR)

*HONORABLE MENTION:

REPORTING
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ISSUES'

By Brian Libfeld

In theory, the Lesbian, Gay, Bi-Sexual,
Transgendered Alliance (LGBTA) provides the
only refuge for the Gay Community on campus.
In truth, the LGBTA is a hive of infighting, back-
stabbing, and people who offer little support.

"Our main goal is to be here for people
who need support," said Co-chair 'DJ' when asked
about the group's mission. He admitted, however,
that "for the amount of gay people on campus, the
percentage that use the LGBTA is small."

According to Jen Adams, a member of
thecampus Gay community, and president of The
Science Fiction Forum, another campus club, the
LGBTA is home to few members of the Gay com-
munity, and her organization has a larger gay
population with almost no crossover.

"I believe that the false hope that the club
promises young gays quickly fades into disillu-
sionment when they are confronted by the back-
stabbing and lack of support combined with the
reality that the group is destructive to ones ego,
rather than the haven of support that is needed"
said former Co-chair DH Campbell.

In addition to driving away members of
the Gay community, the LGBTA also drives away
members of the Straight community who come
down to offer support. Last semester, the LGBTA
shut down after a member used a halogen lamp to
burn poison ivy in the office, a decidedly con-
fined space with little ventilation. Both the Co-
Chairs quickly took action and shut down the

group. The budget was frozen, and the organiza-
tion fell apart.

During the current semester, the group
remained closed until two students took action.
Jack Roberts, a non-traditional student and
Commuter Senator, and Craig Liebl, a freshman
and pre-closure member of the LGBTA, took it
upon themselves to reestablish the group and
pick up where the previous Co-chairs left off.
Unfortunately for Jack, Jack is straight.

After Jack and Craig restarted the group,
the members decided that since Jack was straight
he didn't deserve to be Co-chair, that he couldn't
understand what it meant to be gay. Craig was
also unwelcome because he was a freshman.
They demanded an election to demonstrate the
club's desires, a right guaranteed to them under
their constitution. Jack and Craig won, vindicat-
ing their positions.

The members again demanded that a
new election be held, claiming that there was not
proper representation of the groups members at
the previous election. In this election, Jack and
Craig were removed, and replaced by new Co-
chairs 'DJ' and 'Jaime.'

According to the club's minutes for the
night of the first election, there were ten mem-
bers present. The meetings from the second elec-
tion were without any attendance numbers, nor
vote tallies. After checking with several atten-
dees the number of attendees turned out to be
11; one of them arrived after elections and one
didn't vote. At the first meeting there were 10

voters, nine at the second. Certainly a more rep-
resentative body of the members.

The issue that rose out of this is not that
the body of the LGBTA choose to sexually dis-
criminate against a student that tried to support
them, nor is it that they discriminated by age
against a student that tried to support them,
rather it is an issue of how how they accom-
plished it.

According to the members who were pre-
sent at the election there were 11 members pre-
sent, and nine voters there. Each voter was
allowed two votes for the Co-chair positions.
Ballots retrieved from the garbage after the elec-
tion meeting showed that at least 27 votes were
cast in the election for Co-chair. According to the
ballots there were 13.5 voters, a discrepancy of
four and a half voters.

One self-described "queer" on campus
said, "A straight Co-chair is an offense to my
queerness. The LGBTA is for gays and he just
can't know what its like to be gay."

"The LGBTA in neither a home to the Gay
Community nor the straight people who choose
to offer their support to that community" said DH
Campbell, and added "We've tried to educate and
empower the community, and the community has
rejected our attempts. Those who care are almost
always driven away by those that don't."

Jack Roberts ended the interview by say-
ing "Just because I'm straight doesn't mean I can't
be supportive. I know a lot of people . . who
could have used a group like the LGBTA."

Commuter Student Association Moves to Separate From Polity
By Marlo Allison Del Toro

"The Commuter Student Association says:
Enough is enough!" states their referendum peti-
tion platform. CSA wants to break from Polity,
which they believe does not represent the interests
of commuter students, so that they can form a
commuter student government.

If the CSA referendum is passed in the
April elections, they will collect the Commuters'
Student Activities Fees, which they plan on cutting
to $45.25 per semester. This will allow them to
sponsor events, concerts, and services that they feel
commuter students want, such as a concert by Billy
Joel.

CSA states that Polity, an organization
whose executive board has historically been made
up of resident students, "neglects" commuter stu-
dents. One of their points of contention is that Polity
did not let Billy Joel, who offered to play for free,
perform on campus. The main argument against
him was the security risk he would pose and the
expense for security guards to assure his safety.

CSA claims that the year Billy Joel was not
allowed to perform, gangster rapper Notorious
B.I.G., whose murder last year remains unsolved,
came to campus. Also, last Tuesday former Haitian
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide spoke on campus,
and First Lady Hillary Clinton spoke here last year.
Each of these people pose a greater security risk
than Joel.

Another argument for breaking with
Polity is that Polity allotted more money in its line
budget for phone calls, over $10,000, than it did for
the Commuter Student Association (although,
CSA received approximately $26,000 in line budget

and referenda money this year). Polity has justified
this by asserting that as student representatives
they will not deny phone privileges to students.

What Polity will deny commuter students
is the right for them to vote at South-P. This year,
even as resident students were given the right to
vote in local, state and federal elections on campus,
Polity has argued that having a polling site at
South-P would cause too many problems for the
elections board since there are no bathrooms in the
parking lot.

At commuter LEG, a 'town meeting' held
by the Polity commuter senators every Wednesday,
a vote was held to seek support for the petition. Of
the 31 people at the meeting, 23 voted in favor of
the petition. Of the six abstentions, four were exec-
utive board members for CSA, who abstain from
all voting at board meetings so as not to sway the
vote. The two who voted against the petition were
Frank Santangelo, who is running for Polity
President, and Monique Maylor, the current Polity
President.

Maylor found fault with the referendum
petition platform, according to the LEG minutes,
but she did not return calls asking her for specific
disagreements. Marilyn Goodman, director of the
Office of Commuter Student Affairs, said at the
meeting that she felt that the petition was "deci-
sive." She also encouraged CSA to follow any and
all guidelines for petitioning, and for them to go
through the proper channels.

Through Friday, CSA had compiled
approximately 900 of the 1402 signatures that they
need to ensure the referendum is put on the April
7-8 election ballot, although the vacationing Fred
Preston, VP of Student Affairs, has final say on

whether it will actually make it to the ballot. Since
the petitioning deadline was pushed back to 4 PM
Tuesday, CSA has more time to collect the needed
signatures. Most of the signatures they have col-
lected are from commuter students, but some are
from residents.

Although some residents are in favor of
the break (or just don't care either way), others find
faults with the proposed separation. One resident
said that if CSA breaks from Polity all of the stu-
dent organizations will suffer the loss of funds
brought in by commuters. The clubs could, how-
ever, petition the new commuter student govern-
ment for funds. As a Statesman editorial points
out, some programs, like 3TV, aren't geared toward
or accessible to commuters, and would probably
be denied.

This movement was brought on by the
constant bickering and general immature behavior
of the Polity senators as a whole. Due to the report-
ed pandemonium at Polity meetings, generally lit-
tle or nothing gets done there. Residents fight with
commuters, commuters fight with residents, and
republicans fight with The Press.

It all comes down to the simple premise:
No taxation without representation. The commuter
students want to have equal representation in cam-
pus politics, and they certainly don't want to pay
the same amount in Student Activities Fees for less
than equal power (after all, they already pay the
same Transportation Fee and aren't allowed to
park on campus until 4 PM). Perhaps the only way
to solve the problems in Polity is to do what our
government has done: Create a two house system,
with a joint council to iron out the fine points.
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By Stephen Preston
Member, FSA's Dining Services Com

Last month, the Faculty Stud
[FSA] was informed by Richard Mann
for Administration, that the meal plan
would be selected by the Administrat
the FSA's Board of Directors. This was
the FSA was responsible for the foc
believed it had ultimate authority ove
it. Students on both the FSA's Board o
the Dining Services Committee were
ed, and some (including myself) have
ing legal action to stop it. Why the upr<
tie decision?

First, the Administration knc
the meal plan, especiall3
the Dining Services Co
The Administration
has neither enough
direct experience with
the meal plan, nor suf-
ficient knowledge
about contractors and
alternative plans, to be trusted to mak
sion. Second, the Administration selec
tors in the Student Activities Center b
promised "returns to campus." It is rea
pect that it will choose the dining ser
based on the contractor's proposed pa3
ignoring factors affecting student
Administration has ulterior motives
meal plan to pay for renovations to th
ties, and it has also suggested using tl
raise money for non-dining purposes.

The FSA's Role in Dining Se
The Faculty Student Associ;

profit corporation which was set uj
SUNY campus administration to run c
without having to comply with all of
of New York State. SUNY is the only
the country (except for the Universit 3
which is considered part of the state g(
therefore anything a SUNY campus
controlled by New York State's laws o]
sure, labor unions, "low bid" rules, etc.
regulations, SUNY created the FSA
Foundation, and other corporations. V
porations nominally have independ
SUNY administrators, they are in p
controlled by them.

So, while the FSA's Board
composed of four students, three facul
four administrators, the Board does
conflict with the Administration. Wh
Administration simply threatens to di
as it seems to have done last year wh(
get the FSA's by-laws changed, or rr
when then-President John Marburger
laws changed. The FSA Board has gra
more passive as Administration ha!
aggressive, and now there are few seri
the Board meetings.

Still, the Board of Directors ]
ning to make its own decision on the m
assembled a group of student voluntec
istrators into the Dining Services Cor
was to decide the terms under whi
would make their proposals, evaluate
als, and recommend the contractor to 1
would make the final decision (which
certainly be whatever the Committee r

The Committee debated mu
semester, and by January it was divide
plans: a straight dollar-for-dollar dec
which could be used anywhere on cam
Advantage meal plan with a partial de
and a certain number of meals per w
meeting on February 9, 1998, the Corn

on a compromise: the plan would be a straight declin-
mittee ing balance, but 45% of the money would have to be

used in the dining halls (Roth, Kelly, H), while the
ent Association other 55% could be used anywhere. Refer to the
, Vice President Statesman, February 12, for more details on this plan
and contractor (though parts of the description there are no longer

ion, and not by accurate).
unexpected, as The major problem with the new plan is its
)d service and cost. Declining balance plans are generally more
?r all aspects of expensive than other plans, because the contractor
)f Directors and does not have an implicit "rip-off" factor built in. For
deeply offend- example, in an N-meals-per-week plan, there is the
begun attempt- "missed meal factor," which takes advantage of the
)ar over this lit- fact that students will often not eat all N meals in any

given week. In an "Advantage" plan, there is a 10%
>ws little about surcharge on all Advantage prices, which allows the

contractor to
make at least
$400,000 addi-
tionally each
year, accord-
ing to the

n Johnson. The
>-off factor into

:e the best deci- the prices, making them somewhat higher than off-
ted the contrac- campus prices. The contractor also will require a high
ased largely on minimum buy-in level (at least $1100 in this plan, as
isonable to sus- opposed to $900 in the current plan) to ensure that its
rvice contractor revenues are high enough.
yment, possibly Now the Dining Services Committee agreed
:s. Third, the that hours should be cut in the dining halls, in order
: it wants the to save money and keep the buy-in level as low as
ie dining facili- possible. Of course, as mentioned in the Statesman,
he meal plan to this would cause problems because one can't force

people to eat more often in dining halls which have
fewer hours. So the Administration decided after the

ervices meeting that all dining facilities should have expand-
ation is a non- ed hours, as well as staying open during interses-
p to allow the sions. (The Dining Services Committee was not
ampus services informed of these decisions until it was too late to
the regulations change the decision.) Superficially, this' is a good
state school in thing. Unfortunately, the meal plan will have to get

y of California) significantly more expensive to both cope with the
)vernment, and additional hours and compensate for the rip-off fac-
wants to do is tor. One FSA employee estimated that the minimum
n ethics, disclo- buy-in level might have to increase to $1200 per
To evade these semester (which would make Stony Brook's plan the

][,I A -• A -• a

, me Lesearch most expensive mandat
Vhile these cor- plan in the SUNY system
ence from the The Administrati(
ractice heavily believes that students a

concerned primarily wit
of Directors is convenience, and thu
Ity or staff, and will not mind paying sig-
not frequently nificantly more to get it.
en it does, the However, many stu-
ssolve the FSA, dents are concerned p
en it wanted to marily with price, and sir
lany years ago to pay up to $1200 per sei
wanted the by- will happen to these students? Well, probably the
idually become same thing that happened to the students who could-
s gotten more n't afford the rapid increase in tuition over the past
ous disputes in three years, and to the students who can't afford the

room rates which are increasing to pay for the dormi-
had been plan- tory rehabilitation projects, and to the students who
leal plan. It had couldn't afford the recent TAP cuts. Namely, they'll
ers and admin- just drop out and the Administration will continue to
nmittee, which try to attract wealthier students to replace them. After
ich contractors all, there's nothing a SUNY Trustee likes better than a
Sthose propos- student who doesn't care about the cost of tuition,
the Board, who fees, room, or board, and there's nothing a SUNY
Swould almost campus President likes better than a happy SUNY
'ecommended). Trustee.
ich in the Fall
!d between two "Return to Campus": How the SAC Was Sold
:lining balance Generally, when the Administration wants
pus, or the pre- to run a retail service, it subcontracts the service to the
dining balance FSA. The FSA then goes out to bid, selects a contrac-
eek. At its last tor, and manages the service. Thus the FSA runs the
mittee decided food services on the campus and in the hospital, the

bookstores on the campus and in the hospital, the
laundry services, the vending machines, BASIX, the
Solutions copying center, the video arcade, etc.
However, the Student Activities Center was to be the
first part of President Shirley Strum Kenny's
"Campus Village,"and so the Administration wanted
to be sure it was done exactly the way they wanted it.
So, except for the food court, all of the services in the
SAC are now managed by Carmen Vasquez, Dean of
Students. By looking at the way these services were
selected, we can get a good idea of how the
Administration will select the meal plan contractor.

Bank Robbery
First, the bank. The Bank Selection

Committee, consisting of Tom Farabaugh, Cheryl
Chambers, and Peter Baigent, formed the Request for
Proposals in Fall 1996. This was sent out to about ten
banks on Long Island. Only two, Teachers' Federal
Credit Union (which already has a branch in the hos-
pital and an ATM in the Administration building) and
Home Federal Savings Bank (with branches in
Edward's), were interested in bidding on the bank.
The Selection Committee came up with a scoring grid
with three components: "Satisfaction of Bid
Requirements," "Cost of Service to Students," and
"Return to Campus." Each component was worth
33%.

After the bids were submitted, Teachers' and
Home Federal were about equal in scores of
Satisfaction and Cost of Services (with Home Federal
slightly higher, because they promised to do some
things Teachers' couldn't). The only significant differ-
ence was in the Return to Campus: Teachers'
promised to give $11,000 to the Administration year-
ly, over and above any rent or other contractual pay-
ments; while Home Federal promised to give $25,000
yearly. This difference resulted in Home Federal get-
ting 19.6 out of 21, while Teachers' ended up with 14.3
out of 21.

But even then, there was still a concern that
Teachers' Federal could provide things that weren't
included in the scoring grid. One member of the com-
mittee said, "Although Home Federal comes out
ahead on points, I think we need to consider the pos-
itive relationship that we have already established
with TFCU through the branch at the HSC. Also, a... A I ^ 1 I -

i of taculty and statt are mem-
thus would contribute to the

ration of the SAC into the
University. However, the
$25,000 was just too sweet to
pass up, and Home Federal

ended up building itself a
branch in the SAC.

Unfortunately, Home
ederal was not willing to
nplement all terms of the agree-
ent. For example, the original

requirement was that the bank
must "offer a check cashing service to all members of
the campus community, regardless of having
accounts with the bank." Home Federal promised to
do this, but when it opened it required students to
have checking accounts in order to get checks cashed.
The Administration fought with them, and finally got
them to compromise by cashing checks from the
Administration, FSA, Aramark, and other on-campus
businesses, for a fee. Teachers' Federal had stated in
its original proposal that it did not want to cash all
checks without indemnification, while Home Federal
had stated it would cash all checks. The lesson for
future bidders? Try not to be too honest in your pro-
posal...

Wallace's Convenience Store
Three companies bid on the SAC conve-

nience store: Wallace's, which currently runs the text-
book store; the FSA, which currently runs the BASIX
convenience store; and Handy Pantry, a Long Island
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chain with ten stores in Suffolk County. It is rather
harder to obtain information about the convenience
store, since the contract has not yet been awarded and
most of the data is not yet public.

As with the bank, the Administration's
selection committee was very concerned with the
"return to campus." The "Satisfaction of
Requirements" category was worth 50%, the "per-
centage commission of retail sales to be given to the
University" was worth 40%, and the "bidder's finan-
cial stability and expertise" were worth 10%. Handy
Pantry offered a commission of 3 1/8 %. The FSA
offered a sliding scale commission: 4% on sales up to
$400,000, then gradually increasing on all sales above
that, up to 15% on all sales above $1 million. Wallace's
would not say what commission they offered, and
nobody in Administration could tell me, but it suf-
fices to say that they also offered a sliding scale which
was higher than the FSA's.

Like Home Federal, Wallace's also failed to
implement all the required terms in the Request for
Proposals. They were required to have a Point-of-Sale
system (i.e. a barcode scanner), and they still do not
have one (prices are manually input into the cash reg-
ister). They are currently unable to provide comput-
erized sales reports to the Administration, as required
in the RFP. Wallace's has also not provided the deli
and certain other items which were demanded in the
RFP. So it seems that Wallace's probably didn't score
very high in the "satisfaction of requirements" cate-
gory. Wallace's also couldn't have scored very highly
in the "expertise" category, since the company has
never run a convenience store before. This suggests
that Wallace's offered an extremely generous commis-
sion to make up for everything else. Perhaps this
explains why a number of prices in Wallace's, e.g. for
batteries and certain food items, are significantly
higher than those in BASIX or 7-11: the extra money is
going directly to the Administration.

Handy Pantry lodged a protest with the
State Controller's office, claiming that the process

used to select the convenience store was flawed.
According to Joseph Stocken, Sr., the head of Handy
Pantry, who filed the protest, "the bid was handled
improperly; the winning bid [Wallace's] didn't follow
the guidelines." He says the store was open before the
contract was even approved, and that the bidding
process should be reopened.

The above is not meant to be an indication of
a conspiracy among Administrators to steal money
from students. It is quite likely that Administration
would love to see students not getting ripped off, as
well as seeing the University getting extra revenue.
However, " when both are not possible, the
Administration always seems to seek extra revenue,
and this generally ends up resulting in students get-
ting ripped off.

Renovations and Other Ulterior Motives
As I mentioned in the Statesman, the

Administration believes that renovations to Kelly, H,
and Roth are necessary and desirable. However,
everybody knows that a good SUNY administration
doesn't ask for renovation money from the state. So
President Kenny and her Vice Presidents want to find
some way of getting renovations done and having
students pay for them. Much like the students either
have paid or will eventually pay for those expensive
dormitory renovations through increased room rates,
students will eventually pay for dining hall renova-
tions through increased meal plan rates.

The original draft Request for Proposals
(RFP) had a provision saying how the University
intended to raise funds. Two of the four primary goals
were renovations:

"Bid Process Goals
3. Renovation of the three resident hall cafe-

terias to accommodate contemporary student dining
patterns in the areas of menu and flexible time peri-
ods.

4. Renovation and/or consolidation of cen-
ter campus dining facilities to include the addition of
significant new dining space in the area of the central
academic mall."

There was also a more explicit request deep-
er in the RFP: "Bidders will be asked to provide term
for financing of $4 million for renovation of resident
hall dining halls over the ten year period of the con-
tract. (Assume expenditures to contractor will be $1
million in year 1, $2 million in year 2, and $1 million
in year 3.)"

As I've mentioned already, $1 million in a
year is about 8% of total sales, which means that the
contractor would have to raise about $100 from every
student on the meal plan just to give to the FSA. This
would have to be pure profit, so that students would
have to pay around $1300 for $1200 worth of food, on
top of any other overcharging.

The Administration recently decided this
would simply be too unpopular, so they are going
about the same project in a more subtle way. The
revised RFP has the following statement (in bold let-
tering): "FSA will not be looking for capital financing
in the first year of the contract. Do not include this in
your pricing. Instead, propose financing options for

- - 0 T - -I -- I -
the future. Incl
description ol
terms for FSA,
the impact on
dent meal ]
price." So in ol
words, this v
still happen, I
it will be po!
poned until sti
dents are a litt]
more compla
cent and less
complaining.
Look for it to
happen in
about two year,

There
that dining ser,
jects. Currently,
dently, that is, nothing else on campus can contribute
to it, and the proceeds from dining service must not
be used for anything else. But Richard Mann, the new
Vice President for Administration, reportedly has
experience at other campuses in which dining service
and campus residences are merged and one subsi-
dizes the other. It has been suggested by other admin-
istration officials that he may want to see that happen
here, which would mean that dining services would
have to be removed from the FSA and run directly by
the Administration. Of course, this would mean that
students have as little input into the meal plan as they
do into the dormitories. As the Administration seeks
ever more control over the meal plan, it can be sup-
posed that this is the eventual goal. The other impli-
cations of this idea remain to be seen.

What We Should Expect from the Bidders
The general expectations from the bidders

come from what happened two years ago. Then, the
only two bidders were Aramark and Marriott.
Aramark had established a horrible reputation for
itself, and most of the students were eager to get a
new provider. In the preliminary vote of the Dining
Service Committee, Marriott had the support of
almost every member. However, Marriott's prices
were a bit high, while Aramark's were suspiciously
low. Marriott gave a rather lame presentation before
both the Dining Service Committee and the Polity
Senate, while Aramark's was much more elaborate.
And as Aramark began offering special discounts and
new programs, the body of opinion gradually shifted:
Aramark was voted in nearly unanimously by the
Communittee.

So in the next month or so, we can expect to

see more "Customer Appreciation Days" where
Aramark gives away some amount of free food. We can
expect to see our Aramark complaints finally rectified
(e.g. price tags are now finally available in the Union
Deli; hours at Papa Joe's have recently been extended;
managers are suddenly very friendly, as pointed out in
this very paper; the SAC suddenly has variety in the
wrap station). We can expect to see extremely slick pre-
sentations from Aramark managers at any Polity meet-
ings, and we have already seen Aramark suddenly
advertising "Customer First!" in the Statesman. The
more cynical among you have probably already real-
ized that this is just a rather cheap ploy to make the stu-
dents forget about all the overcharging, ignorance of
student complaints, and sudden service cuts that were
so much more., familiar last semester. And when
Aramark's bid finally arrives in late March, we can
expect to see plans for new "diverse" food, with plenty
of fresh ingredients, appetizing vegetarian options, and
at lower prices than we could ever hope for.

Don't be fooled! Aramark did all the same
last year. Remember "Changing Scenes", and all the
diverse food offered? Remember how Aramark quick-
ly abandoned all those ideas when they weren't as
profitable as Burger King and Taco Bell? How about

?a, ana now tney
sans meat? Or how

promised, and how
?pt increasing every
semester? How
about the services
which were cut
after the first year,
because Aramark
aid they couldn't
lake any money?
ramark has cut ser-
:es and increased
ces virtually every
r since they first got
contract, and always
ned that they were
suffering and strug-

And the fact that
>romise it will never

happen again just makes it all the more crucial that we
not believe them.

But as everyone asked two years ago, are the
other companies any better? Here's a prediction for
Marriott: they will submit prices which are high
enough to seem reasonable, but not so high as to be
extravagant. They will offer something to please the
Administration, whether it is a "return to campus" or
something more subtle, like additional renovation
funds. Whatever they do, it is fairly certain to many of
us on the Committee that the Administration will pre-
fer Marriott over other contractors, and will persuade
the FSA Board that all other companies are not large
enough to handle 5,500 students on the meal plan.
Aramark will not get the contract; not because the
students are unhappy, but because the FSA and
Administration are unhappy with them for different
reasons (involving financial statements and such
things). So unless students do something drastic to
assert themselves to Administration, we can expect to
see Marriott trucks all over the campus, with the same
problems we now have with Aramark.

So the question for the students is whether
the other companies (Lackmann, Chartwell's,
CulinArt, and Whitson's) will offer anything worth
fighting the Administration for. Lackmann and
Chartwell's were both food providers before
Aramark, and both were chased off the campus for
providing horrible ingredients, dirty kitchens, and
generally bad service. Have they changed? Neither
CulinArt and Whitson's have much experience with
campuses as large as Stony Brook. Can they learn
quickly? If we want to avoid the same problems
we've been having for the past several years, we have
to hope so.
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By Kevin Kniffin
Reprinted from Multinational Monitor, November 1997

Judith Rodin is a director of Aetna Life
and Casualty and of Electronic Data Systems. In
July, she was nominated to become a director of
AMR, the holding company for American Airlines.
For her service on corporate boards, she received
over $123,500 in 1996. Rodin is a busy person,
however. While she attended over 36 board meet-
ings in 1996, her day job was service as the presi-
dent of the University of Pennsylvania. She earned
well over $350,000 for this job, in addition to free
housing, free housekeeping, an expense account,
free Penn tuition (for her child), a personal staff
and a car with a driver.

Rodin is not unusual. The presidents of
more than one half of the 50 institutions listed on
U.S. News and World Report's dubious rankings
of leading universities serve on corporate boards,
according to a Multinational Monitor investiga-
tion. Carnegie Mellon University places atop the
rearranged U.S. News and World Report list of
universities, ranked according to the sum of fees
earned by university presidents for membership
on corporate boards. Carnegie Mellon's immedi-
ate past president, Robert Mehrabian, took over
$105,000 in board payments from four publicly
traded corporations in 1996.

None of the presidents on U.S. News and
World Report's list of top liberal arts colleges serve
on the boards of publicly traded corporations.

The growing presence of university offi-
cials on corporate boards is one important mani-
festation of the increasing corporatization of U.S.
universities. The growing links between universi-
ties and big business raise important questions
about academic integrity and university autono-
my.

University officials face two sorts of con-
flicts from outside positions such as corporate
directorships: direct and indirect conflicts of inter-
est, and conflicts of commitment. Members of cor-
porate boards acquire fiduciary duties to advance
the interests of the shareholders they represent,
and these interests may not be commensurate with
what is best for a university. More generally, uni-
versity officials serving as members of corporate
boards may find their worldview (and their finan-
cial interests) significantly affected by their corpo-
rate ties and obligations, perhaps in ways that con-
flict with the best interests of the academic institu-
tions they lead. "You can't serve two masters at

once," says Lawrence Soley, author of Leasing the
Ivory Tower and critic of close university-industry
ties. Officials may also face overwhelming time
demands from their commitments to their full-
time university job and to their meeting-heavy
directorships.

PRESIDENTIAL BOARD GAMES

University presidents come upon their
corporate board opportunities in a number of
ways. Georgetown's President, Father Leo
O'Donovan, for example, took a spot on Disney's
board after becoming acquainted with Disney CEO
Michael Eisner, the father of a Georgetown stu-
dent. A Lehigh alum and benefactor invited
Lehigh's recent president, Peter Likins, to the
board of Parker Hannifin, a Cleveland fluid power
system company. University of Oklahoma's
President David Boren acquired some of his direc-
torships through relationships made as a U.S. sen-
ator, says a university spokesperson.

With regard to the increasing number of
former politicians at the helm of universities, Soley
says it should be no surprise that they are also
serving on corporate boards of directors. These
politicians-presidents have been "taught to shake
the money tree for campaigning. Now, they're
shaking the same tree but for a different purpose,"
he says.

University presidents argue that serving
on corporate boards broadens their perspective
and connections in ways beneficial to their univer-
sities. Regarding her directorships, Rodin says
that Penn's trustees expect that "what I do, I do for
Penn." Rodin believes in joining the two roles so
much that she has linked her University of
Pennsylvania world wide web page to Aetna's site.

Peter Likins, one of only two of nearly two
dozen presidents contacted by Multinational
Monitor who was willing to discuss the issue, com-

ments that board service gives him "a competitive
edge over presidents who prepared [for the role of
university president] only through academic ser-
vice. I believe the trustees understand that advan-
tage very well."

Trustees may indeed approve of universi-
ty presidents serving on corporate boards, for, as
Soley points out, "CEOs are the largest single
group of trustees of universities."

Some university officials are willing to
acknowledge that personal aggrandizement has at
least something to do with why they serve on cor-

porate boards. Richard Cyert, president of
Carnegie Mellon University from 1972 to 1990,
admits, "I benefitted a great deal" from service on
the boards of companies like First Boston (an
investment bank), American Standard (the toilet
company), and H.J. Heinz (the pet food and
ketchup company). Cyert also admits something
else that appears obvious: that university presi-
dents obtain positions on corporate boards by trad-
ing on their university position and affiliation.
Presidents "have to recognize they probably
wouldn't have the job if it wasn't for their role at
the university," Cyert says. In an attempt to
redress this exploitation of his university role,
Cyert make it a practice to donate large portions of
his stocks gains back to the university.

Georgetown President O'Donovan fol-
lows a similar practice, deferring his salary as a
Disney director into a student scholarship fund.
But this practice is not the norm.

Inquiries were made of several companies
regarding the reasons they recruit university offi-
cials to their boards of directors, but none were
answered.

KEEN TO MOONLIGHT

Perhaps no individual more clearly illus-
trates the dangers of university presidents main-
taining corporate ties than Thomas Kean, former
governor of New Jersey. Kean has been president
of Drew University since 1990. He has been a
director of Aramark, a large food services compa-
ny that is effectively the only competitor with
Marriott in the market for subcontracting universi-
ty dining services, since 1994. Aramark began par-
ticipating in a multi-million dollar contract with
Drew University on May 27, 1997. Kean refused to
comment on this matter.

Kean is also a director of Bell Atlantic,
United Health Care, Beneficial Corporation,
Fiduciary Trust Company International, and
Amerada Hess, the petroleum refining company.
Kean made a bare minimum of $235,000 from his
directorships in 1996, and attended at least 28
meetings.

Though Kean declined to respond to ques-
tions, it seems obvious there is not a stringent
review process at Drew. In fact, Kean's own secre-
taries expressed disbelief at the extent of his board
memberships -evidence of the important role that
simple disclosure can play.
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i; and videos, resource
efreshments.
he Uniti Cultural Center,
Reproductive Rights and
of Color.
i Javitz 110, there will be
er Equality in Sports
or Womyn's Concerns is
the Night March; meet
e entrance to the Stony
on at 9PM.

/ONTH

pm.
Healing Hands - Join Y-Past (Yes,
he Wellness Center, in an evening
uapin Community Center, Building
>m. Call 632-6755 for info.
enefit (encore performance).

3n Diversity (Feminist Journal) is
adings. Open Mic! Refreshments!
rticipation welcome. Peace Center,

ew Arts? Mary Kelly, Miming the
and Femmes Vitales; Judith Barry
), Public Fantasies. Humanities

r, Deppa Mehta) is a melodrama
women in unhappy, arranged mar-
ionship with each other. Introduced
;ychology Dept.) Staller Center at

Mr. Adams, the Importance of
ce Studies. Speaker, Susan Sqier
ute at 3:00 PM ($).
ball vs. New Hampshire College.
. 12:00 to 2:00 pm. Come out and

e events, check out the Women's
imissions Office, located on the first
Iding. This display promises to pro-

ykn w s pe in s
voke thoughts and actions in honoring women's place in mstory.

You can pick up your own copy of the calendar of

events and/or a poster from the Women's Studies office in Old

Chemistry, rm. 105. Call 632-9176 for office hours and info.
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ISSUES

AN IMPORTANT STLP FORWARD
By DH Campbell

On Wednesday, March 4, 1998, the
Supreme Court handed down an historic decision
that ruled that under the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
same-sex sexual harassment is against the law. The
case, which involved an oil rig crew worker who
was forced to endure threats of rape by other male
workers as well as inappropriate sexual comments,
was at first thrown out of court by a federal judge
because the judge refused to believe that same-sex
harassment existed. Later, on an appeal, the case
was granted certiorari by the Supreme Court. The
court then heard oral argument on the issue and
decided to order that the case be reversed and
remanded, meaning that the court has ordered the
lower court which threw the case out, to hear the
case over and make a ruling that is in keeping with
the idea that same-sex harassment is against the
law and in violation of a person's civil rights.

If one were to look only at the issue of
same-sex sexual harassment becoming illegal, one
would be pleased to see that the Supreme Court
has created an equal standard for protection
against harassment for men as well as women
regardless of whether it was same-sex based or
otherwise. Now though, legal and political pundits
are beginning to contemplate the role (by way of
precedent) that this case will have in giving Gays
and Lesbians more legal protection against harass-
ment and discrimination.

The issue is this; this case now creates a
loophole for Gays and Lesbians to protect them-

By Norman Solomon

The nation's biggest news weekly is cele-
brating itself. Time magazine has put out a "75th
Anniversary Issue," paying tribute to the vision of
founder Henry Luce. Readers get an inspiring --
and expurgated -- story.

Time began as a pathbreaking news-
magazine in March 1923, the special edition
recalls, and Luce was "its undisputed leader for
nearly 40 years." We're told that he wanted Time to
be "a vehicle of moral and political instruction, a
point of connection between the world of elite
ideas and opinion and middle-class people in the
'true' America hungry for knowledge."

Luce died in 1967, and the magazine is
now the flagship of the largest media conglomer-
ate ever, Time Warner. But the firm still doffs its
corporate hat to the Luce mythology. After more
than 60 pages devoted to self-homage, Time closes
its March 9 issue with an essay by managing editor
Walter Isaacson that clings to the Luce mantle.

While acknowledging that Luce let his
"global agendas" unduly influence Time's content,
Isaacson assures us that the rough edges have been
smoothed: "Although our stories often have a
strong point of view, we try to make sure they are
informed by open-minded reporting rather than
partisan biases." Yet the magazine lays claim to
Luce's core values: "Above all, we continue to
share his belief that journalism can be, at its best, a
noble endeavor."

But Time's 75th anniversary issue is a
telling instance of how lofty rhetoric can easily

selves from gay bashing slurs by claiming that
these slurs are sexual harassment and are only
being used on them based on the notion that they
do not always exhibit characteristics of members of
their same sex. It will also allow Gays and Lesbians
to possibly sue on harassment grounds if they are
subjected to lewd insults on sexual preference by
people of the same sex.

For example, lets say that any member of
the Gay and Lesbian community who may have
been forced to deal with lewd gay bashing slurs
primarily based on the fact that he/she didn't rep-
resent traditional gender characteristics, would
now have the opportunity to file a complaint with
a campus EEOC or a company's human resources
division asking that actions of protections now be
put in place. Should a campus or a company refuse
(or fail) to comply they (the company or campus)
could be held responsible and/or negligent and be
left open to federal fines as well as possible civil
suit action that could amount to millions of dollars
in compensation.

This news that Gays and Lesbians may
have more options to protect themselves is encour-
aging but we should remember that this case may
not be held as a solid legal precedent that will open
the flood gates to total Gay and Lesbian equality in
our society. One reason for this is that the courts,
both Federal and Supreme, have the ability to dis-
tinguish precedent. This means that they may
choose to ignore this ruling as a precedent for
rights should they choose to and keep it strictly in
context of the sexual harassment area.

serve as a cover story. The hero of the retrospective,
Henry Luce, gets plenty of adulation and some
hazy references to flaws. But it's sanitized history,
omitting less, pleasant facts.

They aren't hard to find. As tragic events
unfolded in Europe, Luce ran his thriving maga-
zine empire with an odious tilt. "In 1934 he devot-
ed an entire issue of Fortune to glorifying
Mussolini and Fascism," wrote independent jour-
nalist George Seldes. And in Time, Luce "permitted
an outright pro- fascist, Laird Goldsborough, to
slant and pervert the news every week."

One of many brilliant books by Seldes,
Witness to a Century, recounts a revealing incident
in March 1942: "Thurman Arnold, the assistant
attorney general, appearing before a Senate com-
mittee investigating war profiteering, testified that
Ethyl Gasoline Corp., General Motors, Standard
Oil and I.G. Farben of Germany had an agreement
by which the American corporations supplied
Hitler with the secret of making tetra-ethyl lead for
gasoline, without which Hitler could not have
operated his air force or gone to war, and also sup-
plied him with the secrets of making synthetic rub-
ber."

The head of the committee, Sen. Harry
Truman, responded by declaring "This is treason."
But the big press glossed over the matter. As Seldes
noted: "Henry Luce's Time, for example, ridiculed
Truman on page 16 one week and published a
$5,000 Standard Oil advertisement on page 89."

After formation of the Central Intelligence
Agency in 1947, Luce -- a close friend of U.S. spy-
master Allen Dulles -- privately urged his corre-

Another factor that may limit the effect of
this legal precedent for total legal equality is that
the decision, although unanimous, was extremely
vague in its wording. In fact the complete ruling
that was written by Justice Antonin Scalia, totaled
only about 7 pages, which is unusually short for
both a Supreme Court ruling and one written by
Justice Scalia. The vagueness in the wording is
intentional because it lets the lower courts of our
country hammer out the fine details of any policy
formation or standard of review by way of case
law. It also allows judges to use more discretion in
adding (or possibly subtracting) to the protection
of same-sex harassment. Therefore we will have to
wait and see how lower courts judges choose to
interpret the ruling, but it is unlikely that radical
changes will occur anytime soon.

Though, it is important to see the signifi-
cant step forward that this ruling may offer in the
area of protection for Gays and Lesbians in our
society.

It is also important to see a significant
indication that our courts are beginning to realize
that there is more than one type of harassment and
possibly more than one type of attraction between
people. And, finally, perhaps deep down inside,
the Supreme Court is beginning to realize that per-
haps it is time to open small loop holes in the law
to protect a minority in our population (not an
uncommon thing for the Supreme Court to do.).
Small, slow steps perhaps but significant and his-
toric none the less.

spondents to cooperate with the agency.
Meanwhile, Luce debriefed with the CIA about his
own travels overseas.

Along with some other powerful media
executives, Luce joined Dulles on the board of
directors of the National Committee for a Free
Europe. That private front group funneled money
to neo-Nazi emigre organizations.

Fifty-seven years ago, Luce proclaimed
that the world was in the midst of "The American
Century." His pronouncement is still echoing.

On March 3, when Time spent $3 million
to throw a celebrity- filled anniversary party at
Radio City Music Hall in New York, one of the fea-
tured guests was Bill Clinton. "Tonight, Time mag-
azine has paid tribute to the time it not only
observed but helped to shape," the president said,
"the 100 stunning years that your founder Henry
Luce so unforgettably called the. American
Century."

Time Warner bigwigs like the sound of
such talk. And they see no reason for the United
States to relinquish the next hundred years. "To the
extent that America remains an avatar of freedom,"
Time's managing editor contends, "the Global
Century about to dawn will be, in Luce's terminol-
ogy, another American Century"

No thanks. One was more than enough.

Norman Solomon is a syndicated columnist. His most
recent books are "Wizards ofMedia Oz(co-authored
with Jeff Cohen) and "The Trouble WithDilbert: How
Corporate Culture Gets the Last LaughI•"
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By James Polichak

Last Thursday, March 5th, Dr. Bernard
Harris, astronaut, physician, and entrepreneur,
spoke in the SAC Auditorium about his career and
the impact of space-related technology on society.
The well-attended talk and slide-show drew area
high school students as well as USB students and
staff.

Dr. Harris has a varied background and
an even more varied professional career. He was
raised by his teacher/mother on a Navajo reserva-
tion as a child, then moved to San Antonio. He
attended the University of Houston, got his M.D.
from Texas Tech, interned at the Mayo Clinic, and
eventually realized his childhood dream of becom-
ing an astronaut in 1990. Dr.Harris has been on two
space shuttle flights, helping to deliver a satellite
into orbit and docking with the MIR space station,
along with conducting numerous scientific studies.
Dr. Harris, who is of a mixed African-American
and Native-American ancestry, became the first
African-American to space walk in 1995. In 1996 he
became the vice president of Microgravity and Life
Sciences, a company specializing in scientific
research in space.

Dr. Harris entertained the audience with
his good-humored stories about how a person
becomes an astronaut and what it is like to be in
space. Dr. Harris's dreams of being an astronaut
began with his hearing reports about the space
program as a child on the reservation, and were
further spurred when Star Trek aired with McCoy
as the first TV doctor in space. Dr.Harris chose
medicine as a career from experience with his fam-
ily doctor and because you can't major in being an
astronaut at college. Dr. Harris offers similar
advice to would-be astronauts. He says to chose a
scientific field related to space travel and become
an expert in that before applying to be an astro-
naut. NASA is highly selective and those people
who do get to become astronauts must be highly
educated as well as devoted. Dr. Harris said that
the average age of a new astronaut is about 35, and
that astronaut has a Ph.D. in a science, an M.D., or
training as a military test pilot on high-perfor-
mance jets.

The new astronaut receives a lot of train-
ing, Dr. Harris said. New recruits go through a year
of basic astronaut training, consisting of courses in
astronomy, geology, and other sciences as well as
flight training and physical exercise. According to
Dr. Harris, preparing for each shuttle flight is like
getting another Master's degree. Preparation for
each flight consists of 12 to 18 months of study and
training for the research that will be conducted on
the flight. This unending education was part of
what drew Dr. Harris to become an astronaut. Once
in space, astronauts work 16 hour days conducting
experiments and delivering satellites into orbit, in
what Dr. Harris described as like being in a
Winnebago with six other people for two weeks
without ever going outside.

As a physician, Dr. Harris has been espe-
cially concerned with the effects of space travel on
a person's health. Flying in the space shuttle has a

wide range of effects on the human body, starting
from take-off. The space shuttle reaches escape
velocity, the speed of 17,500 miles per hour neces-
sary to escape the earth's gravitational field, in four
minutes. This has the effect of tripling the gravita-
tional force on a person, making a 200 pound man
feel like he weighs 600 pounds. Once in space, the
major factor influencing a person's health contin-
ues to be gravity, or the lack thereof. This lack of
gravity changes a person's feelings of orientation,
otten contusing astro-
nauts for a while. On his
first flight, Dr. Harris
had trouble finding the
earth out the shuttle
window because it was
below rather than above
him. In addition to this
psychological adjust-
ment, the rest of the
body changes as well.
Dr. Harris showed pic-
tures of himself on earth
and in space. On earth,
one fifth of the body's
fluids are in the legs,
kept there by gravity. In
space, this fluid is free to
disperse itself around
the body. The result is
that astronauts have fat
puffy faces. Add to this
the interesting hairstyles Dr. Bernard
zero-gravity produces,
and space travel seems a bit less glamorous.

This fluid adjustment continues as long as
one stays in space, with fluid volume shrinking over
time. Additional effects of lack of gravity are a loss
of 10 to 15% of a person's muscle tissue in the first
two weeks of space travel; a loss of 1% of bone cal-
cium per month, a potentially irreversible loss; and
heart shrinkage (it doesn't have to work as hard to
pump blood anymore). On a more behavioral level,
to practice medicine in space, both the patient and
doctor must be strapped down to prevent them
from floating away from each other. Dr. Harris
emphasized that every aspect of our lives is affected
by gravity, right down to the chairs his audience
was sitting in. Studying the effects of loss of gravity
should tell scientists a great amount of new infor-
mation about human health and behavior.

Space is an extreme environment even
without the absence of gravity. Dr. Harris partici-
pated in an experiment measuring temperature in
space. He and another astronaut went 35 feet out
into space on the shuttle's robot arm while it was
facing away from the earth with the sun down.
The temperature sunk to -165 degrees, making the
astronauts shiver in spite of their suits' heating
systems. After 45 minutes, the sun came up (the
sun rises every 45 minutes from orbit) and the
temperature rose to over 200 degrees within ten
minutes, overwhelming the air-conditioning in
the space suits. Space travel also has effects on the
immune system, increasing white blood cell
counts, but making them less effective by still-

H

mysterious mechanisms. Cuts also heal much
more slowly. Dr. Harris got a paper cut on his first
space flight that did not heal until he returned to
earth two weeks later.

Dr. Harris devoted the last portion of his
talk to a discussion of the impact of space tech-
nologies on daily life and what he expects the
future to hold for space travel and science. Dr.
Harris showed slides of South American rain
forests from space, pointing out areas of clear-cut-

ting and other human activi-
ties. Astronauts noticed that
huge clouds of dust get swept
up in the Sahara and travel
through the upper atmos-
phere to South America.
Thus, much of the topsoil in
the Amazon rain forest is
from the Sahara Desert in
Africa. Only space travel
allows such views on the
earth and insights into large-
scale human activity. Other
products of the space pro-
gram also have a far more
direct impact on our lives.
Medical imaging technologies
like CT scans and magnetic
resonance imaging grew out
of research designed to create
better images of planets. The
entire modern telecommuni-

arris I cations industry-- cellular
phones, global positioning,

satellite TV, and so on-- owe their existence to
space research. Many advances in microelectronics
and computer design were brought about as a con-
sequence of needing to save space and reduce
weight on satellites and space probes. Dr. Harris is
confident that future space travel will have similar
effects, especially in medicine and studies of
human behavior as space travel-time grows and
space travel becomes more popular.

The near future of human space science,
according to Dr. Harris, starts with the internation-
al space station. Work begins in June and is expect-
ed to take five years to produce a space station that
is about 300 feet in length and width and 50 feet in
depth (to the extent that these terms are meaning-
ful in space). This space station will provide a year-
round facility for scientific research in space.
Following the building of the space station will be
the construction of a lunar base. This base may not
be a colony, but a staging area for trips to Mars.
Mars captures human excitement more than the
moon, so much so that NASA's website during the
recent Mars mission was the busiest ever seen. Dr.
Harris believes that serious work on a lunar base
will begin in the next 10 to 15 years, followed by
serious thought and work on getting humans to
Mars. While he did not comment on the recent evi-
dence for ancient microbial life on Mars (which
seems less and less likely to be valid), Dr. Harris
said that he had never seen any aliens, nor had any
of the other astronauts. He did note that astronauts
themselves tend to be kind of weird, though.
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STRANGE BUT TRUE! BY DANIEL HORNER

Strike Force Echo

/
OH MY GOD! What have
you done with my hair!

STRIKE
FORCE

ECHO

f=to

And
get this
coffee

Soff of
my
head,
pronto!

Stay
back, or
I'll do
some

/ scary
Vampire

stuff!

{A-t
GULP! "Lord Of The Oak

People" my ass!

What just happened? Once
again, I have no idea

whatsover. It's about 7 am,
and I have to paste-up the

whole paper before 10
when Anne takes the thing
to get printed, just so you

can get it off the shelves on
SWednesday. What's up

with that two frame thing?
It doesn't even fit right!

Fact: In his tree time, billionaire computer
maven Bill Gates knits his own sweaters!

by Matthew
Vernon
Xavier
Willemain

When last we left our
heroes (Vampire and
Ninja Master,) they

had just been discov-
ered by the evil

Spyder, who sent
Balnab to "get" 'em!

I could take that "USB
Ninja"...he's got nothin'!

I

Oh, woe. Aforlorn
robot am I!

I IXT
IS SUE

EPiSODE
0 -,•r,E! , s31 tj

Who do I look like,
Kreskin? Maybe some-

thing about
I-Con.
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I LIKE CHEESE

Mademoise1h e says
you can never go

wrong with the flying
saucer oo.

AI
"•i
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FEATURES

By The Lunatick

Road rage has been in the news a lot late-
ly. Why? Because they have decided it is the next
hot topic for the news media to swarm on and
politicians to cater to them over. How long has it
been a problem? Since there have been cars.

OK, let's look at more recently. Do you
remember the little dashboard-mounted sound
boxes? They came out in the early to mid 80's. They
had one' to 20 buttons. What were the buttons,
death ray, machine gun, missile, etc. etc? They went
under various names including The Revenger, The
Road Warrior, and many others. What they all had
in common was the noises and a theme of get even
with the people that piss you off while driving. I
think this would definitely be con-
sidered "road rage."

That was then; now they
want to make "road rage" a federal
offense, literally (The usual politi-
cal catering to the media's latest
feeding frenzy). Now let's throw
all the fast drivers, red light blow-
ers, and general maniacs in jail.
Yeah right, GET WITH THE PRO-
GRAM PEOPLE! How are thev

going to put these people in jail?? Law enforce-
ment! Right. Um, HELLO, if the cops were out
there writing tickets for these offenses in the first
place people wouldn't do them.

Let's study human nature. If people think
they can get away with something they will. I've
noticed a trend lately; the number of people blow-
ing red lights has increased. Why? Because they can
get away with it. The last few times they saw some-
one do it, they got away with it, so why not. Every
time I think I blow a light badly, I look in my
rearview and count the number of cars that follows
me. It usually exceeds 5. None of them got tickets,

so how are they going to be put in jail? As usual the
Politicians look to treat the disease by fighting the
symptoms and not the cause.

So what causes "road rage?" Well, I can't
answer for everyone, but I can tell you what pisses me
off: BAD DRIVERS. I'm not talking about the "road
rage" drivers, but the people that don't know how to
drive... the people that stop in acceleration and merge
lanes, because they don't know how to drive.

A perfect example of this can be found on
campus. The main and south entrances both have
acceleration/merge lanes. I actually stopped at the
beginning of these lanes to see how much speed I
could attain at normal acceleration (my tach didn't
go above 4000 rpm when I shifted). At the south
entrance 55mph, the main entrance 70mph, this

was from a dead stop. The speed limit
on Rt. 97 is 55, so if you go into the
merge lane, you should be able to keep
going and merge if you know how to
drive. Yet people still stop and wait for
a break in traffic, which causes a back-
up and pisses people off, hence "road
rage."

Another thing that pisses me off
is the people who do 20 mph in the
left lane of a major highway and

refuse to get out of the way. This seems to happen
mostly in New York, in the city and the surround-
ing areas. You get behind them and flash your
lights, the sign of "please move aside and let me
pass." Their response is to flash you a hand sign
not found in the Vehicle and Traffic Laws (the fin-
ger). Either that, or hitting their brakes, or just
ignoring you. Usually they are paralleling an
equally slow driving person in the right lane. What
does this do? Causes a back up, pissing people off,
hence, "road rage."

Then the ultimate thing that pisses me off:
Poor or outdated traffic control and planning.

What do I mean? Look at gridlock. It's common in
NYC, but on Long Island?????

I see it every day. The light is green but
you can't go anywhere because there are a string of
cars blocking the intersection. This has nothing to
do with heavy traffic, but with poorly timed traffic
lights. So it can take you 20 min to go 1 mile
because of 1 fucked up traffic light. An example of
this is on Rt. 347 between Stony Brook Rd. and Rt.
97. A year ago they installed a traffic light at the
medical complex. Since then traffic has backed up
from this light across Rt. 97 during times of heav-
ier traffic. I used to fly through there, but now it
takes 15 min to go about 1.5 mi. What does this do?
Cause a back-up and piss people off... hence, "road
rage" (get the point yet?).

A lot of people blame aggressive drivers
as responsible for road rage. WRONG! It's the non-
aggressive drivers, the wimps. The ones who sit at
a stop sign waiting for the road to be clear, passing
up spaces that a Mack truck could turn into,
because they don't know how to drive their car.
It's the people that swing all the way to the left to
make a right turn (and vise versa) and don't use
their blinker to indicate which direction they are
turning. They also happen to be driving a Ford
Escort or some other tiny car, not a Mack Truck.
These people are great; the poor smuck behind
them goes to pass and they turn right into them.
Nice accident, but who's at fault; the aggressive
driver or the clueless one who doesn't know how
to handle their vehicle or the "optional" equipment
it came with (blinkers)?

I could keep going on but lets get to the
point: The cure for road rage is the same as the cure
to most other problems, education and intelligent
planning, not stiffer penalties for laws that aren't

enforced. I know, I live in a dream world to expect
this to happen, but remember, these are only the
ravings of The Lunatick.
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By Hilary Vidair

Theatre is often written, rehearsed, and
eventually, performed. Yet there is a form of acting
in which a script is not used. This is called impro-
visation (otherwise known as improv). The partic-
ipants act spontaneously, saying and doing what-
ever comes to mind at the moment. This includes
games involving movement, word associations,
and storytelling. Improv is often portrayed as very
comical.

Last semester, an improv troupe was cre-
ated here at SUNY Stony Brook. It was run by
Joshua Sperber and Mr. Saad. However, the group
fell apart. This is where Alexis Barret stepped in. "I
decided that I wanted to start the group up again
because I feel that improvisational theatre is bene-
ficial to both actors and nonactors because it not
only teaches you how to improv in a theatrical sit-
uation, but it can also help you learn to think on
your feet in daily life."

Barrett, a double major of Theatre and
Biology, started a new improv group at the begin-
ning of the semester. Yet she does not consider her-
self a svengali. "The reason behind my not wanti-
ng to form a group with distinct leadership is that
I feel that an improv group should consist of peo-
ple who are all taken to be at the same level," she
says. "Essentially, the position that I serve is more
like a coordinator. I do not try to control what exer-
cises are performed or critique how they are done.
I merely make sure that there is an established time
and place for the meetings, that the needs of those
who participate are met, and that there are occa-
sional guest instructors."

"This improv group is run in a free-form
fashion," Barrett says. The members of the group
take turns deciding what activities they will do.
"For warm-up exercises, one or two people lead
the group, which are usually vocal or physical
exercises, as well as exercises for the memory
Three to four different types of improv exercises
are performed. These exercises are suggested by
and agreed upon by the
group. Each exercise is
performed until everyone
has had a chance to try
it."

"Freeze" is one
such game. Two people g
on stage and start a scene, each not knowing what
the other will do. As the scene progresses, the other
members of the group wait for a point at which
they would like to take over one of the actor's posi-
tions. When they do, they yell "freeze" and replace
the old actor. The story then becomes an entirely
different scenario. "This exercise is very good for
developing a quick wit and leads to a lot of unpre-
dictable comedy," Barrett says.

What Barrett didn't predict was that the
group was made up of people with a lot of differ-
ent interests. "Something that surprised me was
the fact that very few of the participants in the
improv group are theatre majors," she says. "I feel
that this adds to the relaxed atmosphere because it
allows it to be more recreational than serious
work."

Barrett feels that the actors involved have
gotten used to working with each other. "I feel that
the people in the group trust each other in general

and do not feel threatened or afraid to take risks.
This allows for some very comical and fluid
scenes." She also feels that there is no judgement or
ridicule of the actors themselves or of their work.
"We're just there to have fun."

"Improv is acting without a net. It's
putting your ass on the line and enjoying it," says
Mark Chavez, a member of the new troupe. "This

roup is made up of people
who enjoy it. It's a great
group and it's definitely
fun. It's all about being in
a group that trusts each
other, and who can work
with each other. You have

to make something work on the drop of a pin." He
hopes that the group will eventually perform.

"We are going to try to get a spot on the I-
CON cabaret as well as the Stony Brook Arts
Festival," says 20-year-old Barrett. The details of
these shows have not yet been worked put.

The improv troupe would like to see other
groups perform as well. "This hopefully will
include some trips to the city," she says. "Seeing
other improv groups perform will hopefully serve
the same purpose as having guest instructors in
that we can learn about and try to replicate new
improv exercises. When it comes to theatre, one
should be exposed to and absorb as much as they
can."

Overall, Barrett is quite satisfied with the
new group, which meets Monday evenings from
5:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in Theatre III in the Staller
Center of the Arts. "Improv is a great exercise for
the mind in a fun and relaxed atmosphere," she

By Heather Rosenow Note Speaker, Justice Barry A. Cozier, was introduced the economic gap which disables so many poor
to the audience as an inspirational figure in New York, neighborhoods in their quest to educate the young

The Black History Month Semi-formal, held and an alumni of Stony Brook who should be looked and enable them to compete in our growing global

every February here at Stony Brook, once again to as a role model by young African-Americans every- economy. Having himself been instrumental in the

invited students, teachers, and professionals to com- where. He spoke of the experience and inspirations of Civil Rights Movements on Stony Brook campus in

memorate this important aspect of American the role models to be found throughout Black History. the 1960's, he was afraid that one day he would be

History. The semi-formal was billed as celebrating Justice Cozier also talked about "infusing the African- able to ask the question, "Have I watched Justice dis-

"A Decade Defined Through Reflections in Time" American experience into the fabric of the American solve in my lifetime?"

and boasted the honor of having The Honorable experience." He also brought to light startling statistics In his speech, Justice Cozier implored the
RrrB A r'ri r n thp iinremp Cortf of the State of about the lack of Black students in law courses across voung African-American community here at StonyVally ýrv. MI pIL%- VLcLVJJL-%%JAL -r L X% -r6~6-%- . Ar- -
New York, as its Key Note Speaker. As attendees fil- the nation, a lack he held
tered in at the beginning of the evening and also dur- would be felt harshly in
ing their dinner, they were treated to the sounds of upcoming generations of
the Charles Williams Quintet which provided soft Black Americans if not
Jazz in the background. Once everyone had arrived, rectified with action from
Master and Mistress of Ceremonies, Derrin Maxwell within the Black commu-
and Colette Reid, got the evening underway by nity. Examples included
introducing Izola J. Miller, who sang the Black the University of
National Anthem. Southern California

IT anihc Barnes led the entire assemblv in a where in a body of 168

Brook to educate their friends
and themselves in order to
empower themselves. He
thanked all involved with the
Semi-formal and all who
attended for their efforts in
raising awareness for Black
History. Monique Maylor
then presented him with a
poster about Black History

prayer of thanks and hope before dinner and then all law students, only one is M..onth which read, "Black by
.. 1 1___ ")1- 1 -Lk "- NTI-i-re Proru'l h- 'h'ice" andU

were invited to enjoy a dinner caterea by DBlacK, anu at tLe

Copeland's. Shortly after the meal, a poetry reading University of Texas, out of

took place. First, Joyal Mc Neil read "A Decade 468 law students, only
V .- 'ý r. .'I " - l 2! !- -. -• rWl. • -• ......".. .-- I . .,, -

thanked him for his inspira-
tional speech. Special recogni-
fitn w4 o fATs ivrent GC- or1iT B-

Uefined Through Ketlections m lime, wmrcn was a tour are [DacK. ine auui- - .. . 6 V-J
poem dedicated to the diversity of talents involved ence was asked, "For if Partygoers enjoy the semiformal Coleman and Maha Osman,

in Black History and the respect which its leaders the Black community in America cannot represent who were Co-chairs of the Black History Month

and the founders of the Civil Rights Movement must itself in government, who will fight for their rights and Semi-Formal Committee. After all the formalities

be afforded by younger generations. Second the rights of their children?" were taken care of, the DJ broke out and there was

Lorraine Lowe read "Angels", a poem "dedicated to Justice Cozier spoke of segregation in dancing until 2 am.

our ancestors." It painted a beautiful picture of sad- schools. He referred to Brown vs. Board of Education This event was a definite success which

ness and dignity of the oppression overcome, and which abolished school segregation in this country, served both as a source of education and celebration

the oppression which has yet to be conquered by the and contended that it had been overturned. Not by of the tradition of Black History and its leaders in the

Black Community in America today, the courts, but by the general public's apathy and United States. The committees involved should be

Following the moving poetry reading, Key ignorance. Ignorance of existing racial tensions and congratulated for organizing such an enjoyable event.
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ISSUES

By Daniel's Mom

So, we did it again, right? We flexed our
muscles, we showed those Iraqis that we mean
business, we got the resolution we wanted through
the UN Security Council, or did we? Well, er, yes.
A week ago the Council adopted resolution 1154
endorsing the memorandum of understanding on
weapons inspections negotiated by UN Secretary-
General Kofi Annan. We thereby put an end to the
latest in a string of increasingly dangerous crises
involving Iraq and made it clear to Saddam what
we would do to him if he reneged on his agree-
ment again this time.

But what did we actually threaten to do to
him in the resolution? Good question, and, strange
as it may seem, the answer is that it depends, it
depends in which language you are reading the
resolution. The wording is, of course, vital. As the
media reported, there was much coming and going
while the resolution was being worked on before
the vote, back and forth several times, with the
Brits and the Americans in the forefront staunchly
advocating the strongest possible action (and lan-
guage), the French, Russians and Chinese (the
other permanent members) wanting to be more
conciliatory, and the others, including such world
luminaries as Costa Rica, at various points in
between.

The outcome was supposed to be a victo-
ry for the hardliners (us): Saddam, according to
paragraph 3 of the resolution, will suffer "severest
consequences" if he doesn't toe the line. Not 'the
severest,' mark you, just 'severest.' And in the

other languages? Costa Rica got the definite article
that the Brits and the Americans apparently mis-
laid, but for the Spanish speakers, the conse-
quences were serious rather than severe ("las mas
graves"). The Arabs apparently got much the same
as the Latinos. The Russian version was definitely
not as strong as "severest", with or without the
"the", but that's no surprise because we all know
that they are Iraq's friends. The Chinese version
said something else again, but in the Council the
Chinese are always pretty low key and they aren't
about to go to war, so it probably doesn't matter
anyway. And the French - ah, they invented the
language of diplomacy, didn't they! - they just got
very serious consequences ("de tres graves"),
which is more or less what they were aiming for all
along, since they did not want to frighten Saddam
too much, particularly when billions and billions
of dollars worth of French contracts are at stake.

Does this mean that the Republicans final-
ly got something right and those people at the UN
really are a bunch of overpaid incompetent
layabouts who can't even get a simple resolution
right? Not at all. Didn't anyone realize that there
were these differences, albeit subtle ones? Of
c6urse they did, but that's international diplomacy
for you. Which brings me back to the Republicans.
In the highly unlikely event that they ever read this
article, the Republicans will probably say, if there
are these discrepancies and if everyone knows
about them, what is the point of the resolution any-
way? or of the UN, with all its overpaid, incompe-
tent, and now illiterate, staffers? or of international
diplomacy, for that matter?

Well, there is a point. The point that must
not be forgotten is that we were on the brink of
serious military action, with no international coali-
tion behind us and even without much support or
backing, in a region that is a well-known powder
keg, for goals - and here Republicans and
Democrats agree for once - that most experts dis-
miss as elusive in the long run. The point is that
bombing Iraq would, according to most of the
experts paraded by the political left, right and cen-
ter, probably not have gotten rid of Arch Enemy
No. 1, or of his very well educated and highly
skilled scientists and their ability to produce
weapons of mass destruction again, even if we did
manage to destroy some of their stockpiles. More
importantly, the point is that the alternative, what
bombing Iraq might have wrought, does not even
bear thinking about. The concept of proportionali-
ty had totally flown out the window and the
stakes, particularly in terms of human lives, were
just far too high.

So instead, we have a much-needed reso-
lution, with all its imperfections. And this imper-
fect resolution is actually serving its purpose well.
At least for the time being, it has diffused the ten-
sion; it has allowed the weapons inspectors to con-
tinue their important work. This, not the actual
words, is precisely the point of international diplo-
macy, of the UN itself. And for this we should be
thankful. For our imperfect resolution. For interna-
tional diplomacy. For Kofi Annan and the UN.
Above all, for bringing us back from the brink.

Hey! Your radio station,

WUSB 90.1 FM
"fDwio !TEE LOoG ISLAND/"

is naving tneir annual runaraising rlive...
on- and off- the air with special events and all sorts of groovy happenings!

"Wait!" you say, "I already gave at the office!" Well, yes, your Student Activity Fee does support WUSB. Or maybe you already made a donation
if you're not a student No fret!.You can still help out and have a heap 'o fun by volunteering to answer phones during Radiothon, now through

April 5. You'll get a chance to chat with WUSB listeners, munch on free donuts and cookies, see what our studios look like, meet WUSB staff
(and see what some of us look like) and of course answer phones.

Just a few of the planned events so far. Check out web page at http://www.wusb.org or
tune in to 90.1 for updates:

Friday, March 13, 1998
Two Man Advantage and Black People will be featured on Long Island Bandstand at 10pm.
On Destinies: The Voice of Science Fiction at 11:30pm, Radiothon special featuring an

interview with Jerry Doyle of Babylon 5, recorded at I-Con XIV.

Saturday, March 14, 1998
WUSB's Second Annual 12-hour Psychadelicathon, from 7pm until 7am the next day.

Glue your dial to 90.1 FM and inhale the fumes.... Kicking everything into gear will be
a rebroadcast of an interview with the princely poet of psychedelia himself, Donovan.

Sunday, March 15, 1998
As part of Radiothon Festivities, Jimi Durrso's Piltdown Man Trio will be performing

live on Jazz On The Air at 2:30pm.

March 24
We'll be having a blues benefit at Paula Jean's in Setauket. Keep tuned for more information.

Saturday, March 28, 1998
On Onda Nueva at 4pm, the Onda Nueva All-Stars will be live in the studio!

Sunday, March 29, 1998
There'll be a special Jazz Organ Marathon on Jazz On The Air hosted by Gary Pecorino

at 2:30pm.

Wednesday, April 1
High weirdness and music benefit at The Spot.

Sunday, May 10
WUSB will be having a Poetry Marathon Benefit at The Spot. More information to be

announced...

Wednesday, May 13
WUSB will be having a benefit concert at The Spot featuring The

Moodsetters, Moon Pearls and others. 9pm, $4.

And of course, benefits at Dr. Shay's on Tuesdays (174 N Wellwood Avenue, in
Lindenhurst, Long Island; telephone them at (516) 956-1000 to confirm dates). Benefit

concerts scheduled so far at Dr. Shay's:

March 17 - Ucada and Gorilla Sweep.
March 24 - The Montgomery Cliffs and Argon & The Flying Saucers.

March 31 - Mustang Boy and Who Cares?
April 7 - Mindlessanity and Soni Path

April 14 - Fontaine and My TimeOn Earth
April 21 - The Hadleys and The Truth

April 28 - Surreal and Disturbed

All shows start around 9pm (unless otherwise given). Admission is $4.00 or more, and
for now it's 21 & over to get in (we're working on setting up some all-ages shows).
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FEATURES

By Robert C. Borden

On the night of Thursday, March 5th,
every 216 phone number was inoperative for
approximately 2-3 hours. As usual, Stony Brook
residents got a first-hand look at the incompetence
of the technicians and administration in the office
of telecommunications. Unfortunately for the stu-
dents, very little uproar was raised. Fortunately,
this time the only trouble was a bit of inconve-
nience for those trying to get together and go out.
But was that really all?

For the 2-3 hours that the phone system
was entirely inoperative the possibility of a serious
problem situation increases dramatically. Suppose,
as accidents happen all the time and at only the
inconvenient times, there was an accident. Your
Uncle Pauly in Hicksville is involved in a serious
car wreck. At the hospital the doctors try desper-
ately to mend his wounds, but they are too serious.
Uncle Pauly has but 3 hours to live. As he lies there
in agony, he's calling your name. Your mother and
father are notified immediately, and rush there for
the last hours of Uncle Pauly's life.

There you are, sitting in your room play-
ing video games. The phone is by your side wait-
ing to ring, but it's not going to tonight. As you
clear the third level of "Dungeons and something
or other," your new sports car sits quietly in the
nearby parking lot. Surprisingly, the Long Island
Expressway is empty of its typical traffic. Uncle
Pauly reaches out for your hand, but you're
nowhere to be found. He's hanging on for you.
Your Dad is frantic, trying your number. He tries
again, checking his handwriting. He keeps getting

a strange busy signal. "How could this be?" he
asks. For the last 3 or more hours, Uncle Pauly has
been fighting a battle for his life. If he can only
make it long enough for a chance to see your face
and tell you all the things he could never say. The
time for you to be there for him has passed. So has
he. As Pauly's last brain waves pass over the
screen, and the last beep beep beeeeeeee... of his
heart flutters away into silent sadness, you get up
. . .. 'I . I,- 'I .

from a long night of slaying
dragons, grab a coke and say,
"I'm bored."

Take another student,
for example. She's walking
home from the SAC, and sees
that her psycho ex-boyfriend is
following close behind. She
runs, quite quickly, and gets to
a call box. Oh no, It's broken!
She quickly opens the front
door and runs into her room.
Unknowingly, a passing stu-
dent opens the front door for
the her mad pursuer, allowing him to chase and cor-
ner the poor girl in her room. Although locked, the
door will soon give way to his crazed siege. She real-
izes when she hears no dial tone that an uncaring
incompetent office known by some as "telecom" is
the one thing keeping her from safety. After 10 fran-
tic minutes of a futile attempt to dial the campus
police, the RA, or anyone, the dead phone stays as
such and the girl joins it in its mortality.

The students here are fictional, but the sit-
uations are entirely possible whenever the system
incurs a "glitch," or a "bug." Though Stony Brook

has been very lucky that nothing has happened yet
as a result of the phones being down periodically,
can we press that luck? Why should we have to?
We entrust, and pay, the office of telecommunica-
tions to Keep our telephones running. We could get
by with even one phone per building, but you
learn to rely on it. You don't plan on it being down

Administrative blunders such as a poor
choice in a new system have cost the students hour

upon hours in downtime, lost
wages, and lost opportunities. This
has gone unpunished, so the prob-
lems continue to plague us. If these
mistakes were made by someone in
the private sector, don't you think
the persons responsible would now
be walking the unemployment line?

As students, we should demand
reimbursement for these losses. If
telecom wants to play around with
new equipment, let them pay for the
errors. The administrators of the
office are untouchable to you, the

student, so they feel that they are invulnerable and
that their mistakes can go unrecognized. This is
not the case. If your phone goes dead again, pay
telecom a visit. Sure, they hope you "go to the
quad office" as they will tell you to, because a face-
less victim is easier to kick again. For every person
that takes the time to go upstairs in the ECC build-
ing, room 211, and demands that their phone be
fixed NOW, telecom will become a bit more sensi-
tive to meeting the needs of the students that pay
them to do so. Remember, it's your room, it's your
phone.
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By Phil and Colleen (and the prophets)

Aries (March 21-April 19):
Sometimes you eat too much. Maybe

you have a tapeworm. Perhaps you should go to
a doctor. It just might be serious. Although the
spirits recommend taking a lot of mayonnaise,
this might kill the tapeworm and decrease your
amount of easy lovin'.

Taurus (April 20-May 20):
Since you are a dirty animal, I recom-

mend taking a bath. This just might help you
find someone who will come within fifteen feet
of you. Remember to wash behind your horns.

Gemini (May 21-June 20):
We've traced the call. It's coming from

inside your pants. Get out of your pants imme-
diately. But it's too late!

Cancer (June 21-July 22):
The radiation shield on your paper has

broken down. Put down the paper and step back
five feet. The prophets claim that this is the best
way to your mom. If you see any discoloration
on or around the areas that have come in contact
with the paper you're fucked. Please send me all
of your money because you won't need it where
you're going.

Leo (July 23-August 22):

Your animal magnetism will draw
many a Young Taurus stampeding your way. As
a matter of fact, All of the signs are under you
control. Just remember to grind, bump and

- * _ -1 _ T r _- -
grma oaoy. uon t forget a
raincoat. Snooch!

Virgo (August 23-Sept.22):
So you would have

us believe that your a vir-
gin? Yeah, right, you a vir-
gin. You've been ridden
more that the Scream
Machine. Shame on you.
Shame, shame. Does you
mother know what you do
you slut?

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Smart-assed skep-

tic: Monkey man will make
you believe.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Stay away from

Libras. Libras have emo-
tional problems. I think it
wAoullld hp wiArse ftn rll t-1

police on any Libras you know, But don't let
them know. They might kill you.

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21):

Return to the agreed upon rendezvous point.
The mission has been compromised. Wait at the
coordinates for further instructions from the
mother ship. Transmission Ended. (Resist or

<"« ̂-_ --\
zerve)

Capricorn (Dec.22-Jan.19):
Your bike, I see it clearly now...

it is... its in... The Alamo! In... the...
basement!

Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb 18):
Some things are better forgot-

ten. You must learn to detach your self
from your possessions. They will do
you no good. But I do not recommend
throwing them away. And don't both-
er giving things to your family. They
don't love you anyway. Send all of
your possessions to Room 060 of the
Student Union. There your things will
be given a loving home with people
who care more for them than you ever
can.

Pisces (Feb 19-March 20):
Your death will be the first in a long
ln enf infidrlel VYoA mi • reme•11 l r

that this is not personal, the gods do not hate
you, but your blood will cleanse this earth of the
filth that now inhabits it. You will usher in a new
era of peace. The Robots are your friends.
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FEATURES

By Johnny Backslash

On February 25th, a few Press staffers
and I descended down the steps of Harriman Hall
into what appeared to be a world very different
from any I had known before. A world of the fan-
tastic and the wondrous. A world where trees
hang from the ceiling, the walls are plastered with
posters of Kevin Sorbo and Gamera, and the
chairs all look like they were ripped off the set of
"Star Trek: The Next Generation." It was the open
house of the Science Fiction Forum, and they were
out for fresh blood.

To be honest, there was only one tree
hanging from the ceiling, it
was more like a bush, and
it wasn't in the Forum
proper, but across in the
hall in the Forum's science
fiction lending library. The
library, a massive and
mildly organized collection
of some fifteen thousand
odd volumes was hung
with not only a tree, but
spaceships, dinosaurs and
robots. I ran a quick check,
to test the library for com-
pleteness; I looked for
Tracy Hickman's "The
Mantle Of Kendas-Dai," a
recent, fairly popular title by a best-selling SciFi
author. No dice, the Hickman collection was sadly
lacking. However, a thorough search of the library
did reveal a wooden replica of the male genitalia.
Hey, ya win some, ya lose some.

While the open house itself consisted
of little activity other than "enjoying" bad cof-
fee and copious pizza, several officers insisted
that thel group was not, as one member

claimed, "the ultimate nothing club." A video of
a previous group sky-diving trip played during
the afternoon, and information flowed freely of
a planned white-water rafting expedition head-
ing out soon. The trip leaves on April 5th, and
reservations must be in by March 18th.
Additionally, the Forum holds a regular sched-
ule of "Playstation Night" on Tuesday, "TV
Night" on Wednesday, and "Movie Night" on
Thursday, as well as sporadic movie marathons
(for example, a Michael Crichton marathon
was held to coincide with the opening of
Sphere) and mass exodi to see blockbuster pre-
miers in laree comnanies.

Other than pro-
viding a friendly commu-
nity of "intelligent mis-
fits" and a place to relax
and catch some taped
SciFi shows, many mem-
bers expressed pride in
their organization's pro-
viding a place of diversi-
ty...where members of
any race, religion or sexu-
al orientation could gath-
er. Said Frank Santangelo,
"This is a wonderful place
full of diversity and ver-
satility. It's really hip, def-
initely a spot to relax.

They've been very kind to me." Other praise was
perhaps slightly less emphatic, with comments
along the lines of, "It's not that bad a pit of despair,"
and "You don't have to fall into apathy" Self-depre-
cation aside, the people of the Forum seemed to be
having a good time, basking in the feeling of com-
munity and the glow of pizza galore.

This feeling of community extends back
through time, with a Forum tradition known as

the log. Tucked onto two shelves on the far side
of the Forum is a series of spiral-bound note-
books. These contain the random musings and
stream-of-consciousness poetry of Forum mem-
bers extending back through the Forum's rich
history. Few people recognize that at thirty years
old, the Science Fiction Forum is the oldest con-
tinually existing student organization on cam-
pus. It is a history full of tragedy (like the time
the library burnt to the ground) and comedy
(you should have heard the screaming on the
sky-diving video.)

In addition to the library, a big ol' TV,
and lots of random junk, the Forum also boasts a
few computers, including one terminal hooked
up to the school computer network that allows
access to the library system. But what is all this
stuff, really (for stuff it all is) compared to the
love? It's all about the love. The love we share as
students, alumni and science fiction celebrities. It
is love, not stuff (no, not stuff, but love) that
made science fiction author Harlan Ellison play
lasertag with his beloved buddies from deep
beneath the earth. You can't stop the love, baby!
It comes creepin' in. It's gonna getcha.

Rising from it's nocturnal lair of primor-
dial ooze each night, the love comes lumbering
up the deep cavernous system of tunnels that rid-
dle the very earth beneath us. For it is love, not
steam, that warms the brittle buildings we hide
within on this lonely, desolate campus. The love
comes for you when you're sleeping, it comes and
it has its way with you. You become one with the
love, you become of the love, and you shuffle
your rotting ass down, down with the love. Down
with the love, baby! If you're really so God
damned interested in the Forum that you read
this entire article you might as well just go down
there and meet the gang.

"Salem, ,, Continued rom page 3
Witch hunt, anyone?

The case bears further similarities with
more recent incarnations of Salem, most notably
the day-care center hysteria of the late 1980s
("Believe the children") in which teachers were
accused of, among other things, group sexual
abuse, holding satanic rituals and having kids eat
excrement. Some went to jail on the strength of tes-
timony wheedled out of young children by ambi-
tious prosecutors. And, of course, there were the
"Red Scares" of the 1940s and '50s which cost hun-
dreds their careers -O'Neill told me that the dis-
trict was originally seeking to fire Lund, depriving
her of both income and pension. Only her excellent
observations saved her. The 39 grand will be about
half her yearly income. O'Neill told me they want-
ed to "make it hurt." Just to put it in perspective for
you, carting companies recently convicted of con-
spiring to dump toxic waste at a nondesignated
site were fined no more than $2 or 3 thousand.
There must be something seriously wrong with me
-I think poisoning the environment is far more
heinous than letting teenagers do what they're
going to do anyway, but that's just me.

According to Lund, Mary Jane Bolter, the
state hearing officer for her case, was good friends
with Terrence O'Neill, even offering to bring a cake
into court for his fiftieth birthday. If this is true,
Bolter should have recused herself. Lund also stat-
ed that Bolter pressured her to make a deal before

even hearing the defense.
I asked both O'Neill and Lund if it would-

n't be preferable for the little buggers to be under
some sort of adult surveillance or supervision
while they swill, as opposed to sneaking around. I
may as well have been babbling in ancient
Etruscan. Both mouthed the party line about not
condoning such behavior and I have the idea that
most so-called adults in this society actually prefer
the situation in which stealth and deceit are part of
the equation, maybe because once we start accept-
ing the fact that teenagers drink, we realize it's our
responsibility to see that they learn to be mature
and control themselves, and that's...well... respon-
sibility, and the American way when it comes to
this is to sink deep into a combination of denial
and panic and pass some mindless legislation. It's
revealing that the respectable folks of Malverne
want to believe that their dewey-eyed youngsters
would just never get sloshed of their own accord. I
wonder what they make of Senate Bill S10, which
provided for minors to be tried, sentenced and
punished as adults. It kinda doesn't jell that in this
country you must be 21 to legally drink, but at the
same time, the US, along with only five other coun-
tries on the entire planet (among them such
paragons of respect for human rights as Iran and
Iraq) actually executes minors. What's the deal?
Shouldn't there be some consistency in that majes-
tic instrument we call the law?

One thing that fascinates me about this
issue is the vast gulf between the squeaky-clean
City on the Hill we're all supposed to inhabit and
the Ricki Lake Trailer Park of the Soul that's closer
to most people's experience. Furthermore, I can't
help but wonder where others like myself, who
enjoyed the benefits of a permissive atmosphere,
or at least one in which youth weren't criminal-
ized, are while this is going on. As in Salem, the
criminalization can be handily employed against
anyone. There's always the danger that if we take
a stand, someone might denounce us as part of the
Plot against Decency ourselves.

During the '80s, when all this nonsense
started, an obscure yet astute cultural critic was
fond of observing, "A yuppie is a hippie who does-
n't want his kids to have as much fun as he did." I
constantly hear "legal" adults complaining that the
"illegal" adults don't show sufficient respect and
courtesy. And they can't figure out why.

At this point I have neither the resources
nor the inclination to plumb this morass of school
politics in which administrators exploit moralistic
hysteria to crucify employees who they may not
care for, or to settle scores on the school board -to
say nothing of rewarding students for turning
stool pigeon. It might be interesting, though, to
attent Veronica Pearsall's hearing to see if they
bind her and throw her into Great South Bay to see
if she floats.
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Kline Book of Rock
'N' Roll, in the sec-
tion for top ten rea-
sons why Long
Island music sucks,
one of those reasons
is that half of
Frampton Comes Alive
was recorded at the

Commack Arena in Commack, Long Island.
Lately I'm finding out that most people don't
know this. Worse yet, I'm realizing that very few
people are embarrassed by this.

So maybe it doesn't matter, but I think
there IS an island here worth winning. And no, I

don't think that Peter Frampton and, more
importantly, those not embarrassed by him have
anything to do with it.

Let's try it this way. Frampton's album
sold over ten million copies. It is the greatest-
selling live album of all time. It made millions of
dollars for the label that released it, A&M. One

night in March of 1977, the Sex Pistols got into a

fight with an artist who was being represented
by Frampton's manager, and two days later they
were dropped by A&M. That is the power that
Frampton's fame commanded.

But you've got to ask yourself which of

those two aforementioned artists really matters.

Artistically, and historically, who matters more,
Peter Frampton or the Sex Pistols. Let me show

this juxtaposition in another way. The other half
of Frampton Comes Alive was recorded at San
Francisco's Winterland Arena, home to the Sex

Pistols' last concert. But which performance is
more important? Which one has been talked

about, and written about, and bootlegged 1? If

you had the choice, which would you prefer to

do, be a part of the live audience on Frampton

Comes Alive2, or see the Sex Pistols implode on

stage?
And just so you know, once the Pistols

found a new label, their third one, and released

their own album, it took fourteen years for it to

go platinum. This signifies sales of a million

records, a far cry from Frampton's ten million.
But as I've asked, which artist is more impor-

tant?

"Sure the first Velvet Underground album

only sold 10,000 copies, but of those ten thousand

people, every last one of them went out and formed a

band"
-a (mis)quote usually attributed to Brian Eno 3

This sort of influence seems more pow-
erful than all the power that Frampton's fame

can buy. This same thing happened ten years
later in what has become known as 'the space
cleared by PUNK.' This shouldn't be confused
with all of the bands that have formed in the
wake of Nirvana's, and then Green Day's, suc-

cess. Most of these bands tried to sound just like
the big band making the big money.

What the Velvets' first album, The Velvet

Underground and Nico, made clear was that in

rock and roll anything was fair game and any-

thing was possible. Since rock and roll is an art

form, this should then extend to all art. And if

one believes as Oscar Wilde does, that life fol-

lows art, then what the Velvets' have done is

10 ý, - 401, T,

all over this island than
in trying to foster any
kind of scene based on
creating something
worthwhile. I wanna
stress that CMJ and
Under The Volcano do
not fall into this cate-
gory since both are
really national maga-
zines located here on
Long Island. But for
the rest... well they all
appear in the D-Kline
Book of Rock 'N' Roll Lyaia Luncn, wno taugnt perj
right alonside Francisco Art Institute, is on
right alongsiing the boundaries of
Frampton Comes Alive.

There is Five Towns College in Dix

Hills, but this seems to be more of a

musician/technology/music industry school.

The people attending this school seem to be

more interested in rock and roll as guitar mas-
turbation and technical ability. And when musi-

cianship becomes the be all and end all for being
in a band, the results are rarely anything that
matters.

"You gotta check out (insert band name), they have

the best guitarist on Long Island!"

Yep.
when friends

tr _ogtm ae

I(
rh

royalties for your cheers
3-This is how it was remem-
bered and written for years.
Eventually, the real quote
started to appear. What Eno
really said was: hardly any-
one bought the group's
records when they first came
out, but those who did all
went on to form their own
bands.
4-Rumor in music circles
back then was that the posi-
tion was never offered to

ormance uartn u an r n Zappa because ot pressure
e of many artists push- on the newly formed coun-
tuman existence. try from the U.S. state

department.
5-Don't think the Athens of the film Athens, Ga.,

Inside/out ,think the Athens that led up to that.
Not the Athens that the cameras caught, but the
Athens that caused the cameras to come to town
in the first place. Think B-52's, Method Actors,
Pylon and R.E.M.

D-Kline host a weekly radio show on WUSB, 90.1

FM, every Thursday afternoon from 2:30 to 5:30. He

hasn't shaved in days, but what the hell, it's radio.
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push the boundaries of human existence.
And they have. Vaclav Havel, an artist

himself and President of, first Czechoslovakia
and then, the Czech Republic, used the Velvets'
first album as inspiration for the Prague Spring.
Havel was honored to meet the band during
their 1993 reunion tour when it passed through
Prague. Also, three years earlier, Havel was
interested in making Frank Zappa the Minister
of Culture of the newly formed country of
Czechoslovakia.

4

"People rely on artists for the truth far more
than they rely on politicians."

-Jello Biafra

Whereas a politician is looking for a job
or perhaps to further a political/social agenda,
an artist is at worst looking for the truth, and at
best pushing the boundaries of human existence
and thus paving the way into the future. Who
has more intelligence, integrity, and vision, the
Reagan/Bush/Clintons of the world, or the
DaVinci/Walker/Havel/D/Nins of the world?

This is the power of art. The best bands
have always had an artist or two in the band, or
at least a good sense of what art is. Parts of what
made the Athens scene that nurtured R.EM. so
good5 , were the programs run out of the Visual
Arts building on the campus of the University
of Georgia at Athens. The joke in Athens,
according to Rodger Brown's book, Party Out Of
Bounce, was that in Athens anyone can be in a
band but at least one member had to be taking
classes in the art school.

So what does Long Island have to help
along its music scenes?

Long Island does have six music mags,

mostly Bi-weekly rags interested more in sup-

porting the wannabe-next-big-thing-but-don't-
know-a-thing-about-art bands that proliferate

try to get me a date.
They say I'm fun at parties.
You all know what that means. Well, think about
what the above quote means. I've found it usu-
ally signifies that the rest of the band can't play.
Even worse, it usually signifies that said band,
and in particular said guitarist, can't write a
song. They are very technical, masters of their
craft, but in no way, shape or form are they art.
In fact, said college actually appears in the D-
Kline Book of Rock 'N' Roll right alongside all
the others mentioned above.

So what could be good for Long Island
music?

Let me start by saying that there is
already a vital music scene on Long Island, but
you aren't going to read about it in any of the bi-
weeklies littering this campus. And you aren't
going to find them kissing ass at industry show-
cases. (Trust me, if any of these bands wanted to
strike up a deal with the devil, they wouldn't
waste their time with the (middle) man.)

These bands are out there creating, per-
fecting and documenting. They aren't waiting
around for some label or lazy journalist (includ-
ing yours truly) to notice them.

And then there is the Fine Arts building
right here on the campus of SUNY Stony Brook.
The potential that this, coupled with the Theatre
department, WUSB and the SPOT (and other
oddities on campus), possesses could be electric.

1-Okay, so that isn't exactly fair. The Frampton
performance at Winterland didn't need to be

bootlegged because it was officially released.
But if it had never been released, would there

have been a reason to bootleg it?
2-It may have sold over ten million copies, but I
can assure you that you wouldn't receive any
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By Daniel Yohannes

Recently, I have been approached by
many of my friends with questions regarding that
most interesting of subjects, sex. Sometimes, a
complete stranger would approach me and entreat
me to assist them with their sexual conundrums.
Being a recovering Boy Scout, I am always eager to
help.

Let me begin with a parental advisory. If
you are under 17, or a member of the contingent of
prudes that currently has loud voice in our student
senate, STOP READING NOW! What follows is a
frank discussion of sex and sexuality meant to
allay fears that stem from inexperience and igno-
rance on the issue. In the words of the immortal
George Michael, "sex is natural, sex is good, not
everybody does it, bui everybody should." If you
are one of the few the proud, the ones with a stick
up their ass, this article ain't for you.

Fecophilia, avisodomy, onanism, homosex-
uality, sodomy, autoasphyxiation and the ever pop-
ular golden shower are some of the topics to be dis-
cussed. In alphabetical order, autoasphyxiation,
comes first (Huh, Huh, he said come). This term
relates to the strangling of oneself or ones sexual
partner in order to increase sexual pleasure during
orgasm. Did you know that men being hanged often
experience an erection and orgasm before death?
The same principle applies but, in our case, intrepid
sexual explorers, fabulous orgasms, and not death,
is the desired result. Don't try this with the date you
just brought home from the Park Bench. Sex is
something magical; freaky sex must be done with

someone you know, trust and hopefully love.
Avisodomy fucking a bird. Enough said.
Bestiality i :k as long as you don't pene-

trate the animal. E,: .. essing yourself sexually with
your pet is fine as .ig as the pet is into it and you
are not hurting tý animal. Whatever floats your
boat, sailor.

What can I say about fecophilia? The term
came to my attention after watching an episode of
South Park, and I had encountered the fetish when
I was strolling the sex shoppes of Amsterdam
(those people will sell anything that could possibly
turn someone on). Fecophiliacs are doo-doo lovers.
It's a smelly habit, but to each his own. Since blood
is often a component of stool, doo-doo lovers
should be careful to choose an STD free partner.

Onanism is simply the word the Catholic
Church uses to describe masturbation. Onan spilt
his seed on the ground and God was angry. God
called it onanism and teaches us it is bad
Unfortunately, this includes contraception or any
sex that doesn't end in conception. The term has a
connotation of compulsiveness; anyone who has
done it once will do it again. To the men and
women of this campus, I say, " get to know your-
selves sexually before you let someone else get to
know you". Finding out what you like in the throes
of passion is dumb.

What can I say about homosexuality that
won't get me in trouble? How about try it. Sex is
good. Sex with every one is good. But don't sleep
around and don't be one of those lame-asses with
both a girlfriend and a boyfriend. Oh, and yes
wear a jimmy or a dental dam.

And to you, my little Russian friend, who
was so shocked by my discussion of the golden
shower, I say what's a little water between friends.
Those of us who saw the epic film Waterworld
know that in times of need, urine can be recycled.
As long as you have no boo- boos on your skin to
allow nasties in your body, urine is ok.

What do we think of prostitution? Well, let
me be original and call it the world's oldest profes-
sion. Sex can be bought and has been for sale since
the dawn of money. What do we do on a date? I
usually end up spending lots of money and that by
no means guarantees that I get laid. Why don't we
lift prostitution out of the gutter and tax it to pay to
replace the 60 year old textbooks in our children's'
classrooms? Sex for sale is a dirty business. I have
known many people who I later found out were
prostitutes. What did they all have in common,
you might ask (if you gave a shit about Ihe plight
of an unloved sub-culture)? They were all beauti-
ful, yes. But they were also all young, separated
from their families, and smart (but not educated).
Sex was their one discovered marketable skill.
Making prostitution safer is smart.

One quick word on sodomy, if you will
indulge me further. Legally, sodomy is defined as
any non-missionary position sexual intercourse.
So, for all of you who have gone down on your
loved one, you are guilty of sodomy. Ever done it
doggie-style? Guilty. And of course, those of us
who are queer, guilty. In 1998, these acts are con-
sidered criminal in about half of our United Sates.

Oh, golly, do I have more to say? One last
word -felching. Look it up; it's fabulous.

Loae,*[,th
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TOP 30

March 9, 1998

1.swerveDriver: 99TH Dream (zero Hour)
2.HIGH LLamas: COLD anD BOunCY (V2)
3.DJ SPOOKY: SYnTHeTIC FurY (aSPHODeL)
4.craiG armsTronG: space BeTween us (caroLine)
5.reverenD HorTon HeaT: sPace HeaTer (inTerscoPe)
6.arGon anD THe FLYinG saucers: space, sex......(WHOLe SHOT)
7.DUSTer: STraTOSPHere (UP)
8.TeD sweDaLLa: LamBaDa WITH mY DOG (TVT)
9.KriSTin HerSH: STranGe anGeLS (rYKO)
lo.curve: come CLean (universaL)
11.DImliTr From Paris: sacreBLeU (aTLanTiC)
12.maDame x: sir (esTrus)
13.air: moon saFari (caroLine)
14.VICTOrla WILLiams: musinGS OF...(aTLanTIC)
15.THe 1-4-5'S: rOCK n rOLL SPOOK ParTY (eSTrus)
16.JoLene: in THe GLoaminG (sire)
17.PinKO PinKO: TraFFIC (nons)
18.sixPence none THe ricHer: s/T (sQUinT)
19.DJ acucracK: naTion STaTe (SLIPDISC)
20.SKaTeLITes: BaLL OF Fire (ISLanD)
21.Gaze: mlTsumeru (K)
22.ear: mlLLenium music (aTaVISTIC)
23,DOnnas: american TeenaGe...(LOOKOUT)
24.THe Dave CHOW exPerience: FeLCHinG TowarDS OBLIVIon (DeFCO)
25.DemoLITiOn DOLLrODS: TaSTY (In THe reD)
26.DrOPKICK murPHYS: DO or Die (HeLLCaT)
27.marY LOU LOrD: GOT no SHaDOW (WOrK)
28.eLecTric FranKensTein: Time is now (KaDO)
29.mYSTerY macHine: HeaD FirST...(neTwerK)
30.Sue Garner: TO run more smOOTHLY (THFILLL JOCKeY)

KenYOn HOPKin 516-632-6500
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By Lowell Yaeger Heater is a perfect example of "good idea,
bad execution." Sure, the band needs to grow and
expand, but the fellas are heading off in a bad
direction. There's plenty of genres out there that
the Reverend Horton Heat can try to merge their
brand of psychobilly with, but they're not alterna-
effects-rock and West Coast fraternity punk.

Keverena norton neat
Space Heater
(Interscope)

Not everything is perfect, of course.
"Dogbone" is a bland little ditty that would be
excusable but for the melodramatic little patch that
sounds like something you'd hear in the back-
ground of Party Of Five, or one of those shit shows;
"Alligators Getting Up" doesn't use the James Bond
theme to good effect in the background: it lurks too
quietly to be obvious, but not quietly enough to be
subliminal. And unless your idea of fun is screechy
Japanese bands like Shonen Knife, don't even
touch the title track.

But hey, these are little things that don't
much matter for a band whose sound is so big it
nearly flattens itself. This album is a solid piece of
work from a solid sounding band.

The Reverend Horton Heat has been resting
on his laurels since he signed with Interscope
Records in 1994. Liquor In The Front's visceral
impact was partly courtesy of a band that had been
spitting out psychobilly (a blend of rockabilly and
punk that sort of like Elvis, on acid, under the influ-
ence of the devil) for years, but it was also answered
to Al Jourgensen's harsh production style. And their
last album, It's Martini Time, found the band playing
with slower material, but in a lackadaisical "we'll see
if this works, and if it doesn't, so what" fashion.

Space Heater, the Reverend Horton Heat's
fifth release, absolutely wallows in that laissez-
faire approach. The band conducts numerous
experiments, and then smirks defiantly when
greeted with the prospect of cleaning up the mess.

The first thing one hears is the oddly
arranged "Pride Of San Jacinto", a hoedown cum
lonely-country-road kind of song that somehow
doesn't pack the punch of the instrumental that
opened the Reverend's third album, Liquor In The
Front. It isn't so much that the song is bad, it just
relies on an odd time signature that sounds clum-
sy in such a primal band's hands. "Lie Detector"'s
crunchy riff is also inappropriate for a band whose
roots lie in rockabilly and country.

Some of it is just bad. "Revolution Under
Foot" finds the Reverend rapping over a spare drum-
beat for much of its length, and the effects-heavy
choruses are laden with insipid lyrics like "Ain't
gonna stay where we been put/A revolution's under
foot"; the only thing on its side is the thick, bassy
instrumental towards the end of the song. "Goin'
Manic" and 'For Never More" continue in this vein,
relying on fancy production, a la Ed Stasium, to bear
the weight of songs that go nowhere and do nothing.
And while "Jimbo Song" -- a musical description of
poor white trash with a giggle-inducing chorus that
spells out "J-I-M-B-O" -- shows just how great the
Reverend can be when he gets silly, its flavor bears a
suspicious resemblance to the mainstream-palatable
pop punk of bands like Blink-182.

"Starlight Lounge" stands out from the
songs around it because it's good. It's a tense,
strong little number with a jittery edge behind its
rollicking guitar solos, and it finds a trick that the
Reverend has tried before to some success, but
rarely followed up on: cocktail music. For a few
moments, the heavy guitars give way to conga
drums and tinkly neon bar music, and the contrast
is what makes the song so amazing. While not quite
as good, "Mi Amor" blends the band's party-rock
bombast with Mexican mariachi for a spicy treat;
"Native Tongue Of Love" is perhaps the best of the
Reverend's pot-shots at guitar effects and electron-
ic sounds, because they create an atmosphere -- not
a second drummer; and "Baby I'm Drunk" brings
the Reverend closer to Elvis than ever.

Curve
Come Clean
(Universal)

Curve was probably the best-sounding, if
not the most creative, band of the shoe-gazing set
that seized Britain a few years ago. Shoe-gazing,
for those of you know who know better and don't
waste your time reading NME, is a slow, droned-
out pop style that incorporates elements of noise
and heavy studio engineering. Curve blended the
melodic side of the genre, found in bands like
Lush, and merged it with the Teutonic roar of
mind-bending ground-breakers like My Bloody
Valentine, creating a whole that certainly tran-
scended shoe-gazing, despite the music industry's
attempts to label them as such.

Come Clean is the first album after a long
break the band took for much of the 90s. And with lit-
tle exception, it sounds as if they never left. The first
single, "Chinese Burn", picks up where they left off
five years ago: lyrics about women hating women,
jealousy, etc. (while genuinely mindless and full of
stupid non-sequiturs like "It's nice to know/exactly
where you're going"), sung by Halliday, who man-
ages to sound bored and impassioned at the same
time; an onslaught of torture-tec effects so heavy that
it's impossible to sort through them all, or to even
focus in on one and tune out the others; thoroughly
fuzzed-out guitar buried under so much feedback
that the end of the song is awash in noise started dur-
ing the first ten seconds. Unfortunately, it throws
these elements through a blender of Prodigy-esque
breakbeat tempos, giving it a modem feel.

It takes three songs before Curve finally
kicks into high gear and unleashes the wall of force
that made the band such a heart-stopper in the first
place. The difference between the inchoate buzzing
and Halliday's angel-with-black-wings voice cre-
ates a place that constantly exists on the edge of
being crushed by one of the warring forces.

"Something Familiar" begins like its two
predecessors, but the boring trappings of modem
techno disappear about a minute into the song,
and the fight begins, with a soaring burst of guitar
thunder that crashes against Halliday's voice with
divine strength. When Curve's got it, Curve's got
it, and it truly is a wonder to behold.

From there on in, it's pretty much steady-
going. All of the songs are at least competent, if not
excellent, and a few are simply amazing: "Cotton
Candy" layers sound after sound until the listener
is spinning inside the music, surrounded by the
melody and the noises within it; and "Recovery"
assembles multiple storms of sound into a crush-
ing beat that finishes off the album perfectly.

Dirty Three
Ocean Songs
(Touch & Go)

There's nothing here to differentiate this
Dirty Three release from their other three Touch &
Go releases: mournful songs composed for violin,
guitar, and drum (no vocals) that sometimes sweep
towards a hopeful crescendo, but more often col-
lapse with a crash.

In fact, the only creative steps taken on
Ocean Songs are more optimistic song titles
("Everything's Fucked" and "Sue's Last Ride" have
been replaced by the more vaguely depressing
"Black Tide" and "The Restless Waves"), although
most of them deal with nautical themes, something
that's just been done to death by other indie bands,
like June Of 44.

Still, while we're here, we might as well take
a look around. "Authentic Celestial Music" is a slow,
sippin'-whiskey-out-of-the-bottle dirge that could
have been pulled right off of Dirty Three's last album,
Horse Stories. Songs like "Sirena" and "Distant Shore"
end as they began -- with the listener knowing noth-
ing more about the song than he did when he turned
the CD on. This is an album full of pretty songs that
fail to make a solid impact on the listener.

There is a bright spot, however, in the
album's final track. "Ends Of The Earth" is an
almost upbeat tune with mellow drum rolls and a
long, slow violin melody that plays up the higher
notes and, consequently, comes across as more
optimistic, more progressive.

Ocean Songs is produced by Steve Albini,
the noisemonger responsible for such tasty bits as
Nirvana's In Utero and The Jesus Lizard's Goat, but
you wouldn't know it to hear it. Although the sound
is a little crisper than it used to be -- a negative aspect
to the entire affair, since the Dirty Three's music is so
bleak and depressing that without the filter of lo-fi
recording, it's downright unbearable - Albini's tal-
ents are wasted here, and there's virtually no syn-
thesis between band and producer, something that
could have proven truly interesting for a talented,
open-minded musician like violinist Warren Ellis.

It's a shame that a band with so much to
offer is stuck in a rut. That's the problem with a
good gimmick -- you always get stuck.
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THE FINAL WORD

Oscar Predictions
By Chris Cartusciello

It is once again that time of year. TI
ed, the warm coats have been put av
and, oh who am I kidding? We hav
winter in two years. Can anything
ing? Well, lighten up. The Academy
around the corner and that means I
will, as well as who should, win. O0
gible in the past year, only 58 made t
were some surprises amongst this
the biggest being The Full Monty ta
and director spots that were assur
Steven Spielberg and Amistad. Thei
things in this year's grouping, bul
some would believe. Many people fe
blow everything else out of the we
some dark horses bringing up the r
shock you.

The 70th Annual Academy Aware
from the Shrine Auditorium in L.A.
9:00pm on ABC.

Best Picture
As Good As It Gets
The Full Monty
Good Will Hunting
L.A. Confidential
Titanic

Suddenly this is a close race. As t
draw to a close, L.A. Confidential wa
then Titanic reared its ugly head.
rooting for James Cameron's disas
public doesn't get a vote. L.A. Confii
major film critic's award for best pi
but somehow Titanic stole the Gold(
reason, history would automaticall
boat the victor, but Curtis Hanson's
clearly a superior film. Also, Acader
feel that the huge grosses Titanic is n
enough. It's possible that they could
have a third entry take the prize, bt
as the majority of the members wil
these two titans. I'm going out on a
that the Academy will not be taker
will instead vote for substance. L.A.
this one. If Titanic does win, it will
wood trying to rationalize sper
amounts of money on inferior work

Best Director
Peter Cattatneo - The Full Monty
Gus Van Sant - Good Will Hunting
Curtis Hanson - L.A. Confidential
Atom Egoyan - The Sweet Hereafter
James Cameron - Titanic

This category isn't as easy as one
again it seems to be a two hors
Hanson and Cameron, but don't co
Sant. Late support for his film, alol
falling in love with its stars, could
although those things would seem
bid at best picture. Hanson deser
bringing James Ellroy's huge novel t<
understandable and intelligent fast
tionally the winner of this award i,
teed the best picture Oscar. I'm g<
things will be different this
Unfortunately Academy members w
give Cameron a big prize for someth
will be it.

Best Actor
Matt Damon - Good Will Hunting
Robert Duvall - The Apostle
Peter Fonda - Ulee's Gold
Dustin Hoffman - Wag The Dog
Jack Nicholson - As Good As It Gets

Nicholson is a virtual lock for this one. Peter Fonda
would be the sentimental favorite, and that would be

Best Ac••ri::s
Hele iIBinhaa
Julie Citie -

Judi Denchi -
Helen Hiut •|

Kate Winslt -

This is pIro):
.i.:-:. ::::... :::.:. :::.i.

five nomineesi
would be my
will likely :si
will be her do
Golden Globe.
of the bunch a]
Marisa Tomei
when she was I
Kate Winslet i.
this year and I
The race will dc
Helena Bonha.
favorite early c
propel her ovel

Best Supporting
Robert Forster - J i
Anthony Hopkins,*
Greg Kinnear - As:i.
Burt Reynolds - Boo
Robin Williams - Gc

Forster gets the sE
n't widely received
be enough to sustai
Hopkins is usually~
was virtually forgo
will be passed ove
growth as an actor a
sidered a beginner a
it will come. This 1
would be worth it t
speech, and he woi
Hollywood loves a :

i•fhel year. All
||iiHeen Hunt
emyiembers
~sibn actress
idid take the

)nly American
: of 1993 when
actress award
group of Brits.
Sthan she did
of contention.
Adi Dench and
onsidered the
us role should

.but the film was-
|ation will have to
a few more years.
vorite but Amistad
ir's awards so he
nnear has shown
,but he's still con-
wait his turn, and
i and Williams. It
,in just to hear his
g if he got it, but
3eynolds will take

make such a compelling film from it was amazing.
Much like last vear's The English Patient. L.A.

was considered unfilmable. A close run-
ild be Donnie Brasco, but failing to win any
nations knocks it out of contention.

lal Screenplay
It Gets - Mark Andrus and James L. Brooks
ts - Paul Thomas Anderson
ing Harry - Woody Allen
nty - Simon Beaufoy
funting - Ben Affleck and Matt Damon
the easiest category to pick. Good guys
I Damon take this one.

ial Dramatic Score
>hn Williams
uinting - Danny Elfman
hilip Glass
ntial - Jerry Goldsmith
nes Horner
s also easy, albeit slightly more interesting.
)scar favorite John Williams is always hard
he's up against some tough competition.

nan has really come into his own with his
ring instrumentals. He's just been given a
ire deal to produce and direct. This is
for a composer to get this on the merits of
alone, but his compositions inspire more
in most directors' films. Even with all this
i going for them, they will easily be over-
by James Homer. His haunting themes for
echo in people's minds.

lal Musical or Comedy Score
Music: Stephen Flaherty Lyrics: Lynn
,hrens Orchestration: David Newman
It Gets - Hans Zimmer
nty - Anne Dudley
k - Danny Elfman

end's Wedding - James Newton Howard
category and Disney doesn't have an ani-
iie in it? Every other studio is breathing a
ef, most notably 20th Century Fox, whose
animated film, Anastasia, took on the
man gets a second nomination here, but
ne empty handed again. Look for this to be
tween Anastasia and My Best Friend's
1ith the cartoon princess edging out the
ridesmaid.

lal Song
Go The Distance" Alan Menkin
low Do I Live?" Diane Warren
"Journey to the Past" Music: Stephen

rrics: Lynn Ahrens
utnting - "Miss Misery" Elliott Smith
y Heart Will Go On" Music: James Horner
Jennings
ien any doubt here? Yes, Disney does get
iomination, but can anybody remember
Same goes for Good Will Hunting and
How Do I Live?", from Con Air, would
ice if it were the popular LeAnn Rimes
nobody even knew that somebody sang it
-eline Dion makes it two in a row after last
or "Because You Love Me", from Up Close
I. She's the "flavor of the month" right
novie themes, as Bruce Springsteen
and Dead Man Walking) used to be and

is (Robin Hood : Prince of Thieves and The
teers) was before him.

nd other articles, on-line at the Filmbuff's

James iuroy s massive tome was a teat m itself. To http://www.geocities.comlHollywood/Studio/1515
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